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In the winter of 1952, New England was battered by the most brutal nor’easter in years. 
As the weather wreaked havoc on land, the freezing Atlantic became a wind-whipped 
zone of peril, setting the stage for one of the most heroic rescue stories ever lived. When 
two oil tankers built with “dirty steel,” and not prepared to withstand such ferocious seas, 
split in two, dozens of men on board were left utterly at the Atlantic’s mercy. The Finest 
Hours is the gripping, true story of the valiant attempt to rescue the souls huddling inside 
the broken halves of the two ships.

“The Finest Hours recounts the incredible heroism of the Coast Guard,  
who risked their lives to save others. A gripping read.”

—James Bradley, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE NOW
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / STATE & LOCAL / NEW ENGLAND • (6657) 6 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4551-2922-5 $55.00 L 978-1-4551-2924-9 $29.95  N 978-1-4551-2926-3 $54.99
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Private Paris
The Private Series, Book 11
by James Patterson and Mark Sullivan 
Read by Jay Snyder, Jean Brassard, and 
Dion Graham

While in Private’s Paris office, Jack 
Morgan is quickly pressed into duty 
to track down a young woman on the 
run from a drug dealer. Then several 
of France’s cultural elite are found 
murdered. Now Jack and his team must 
quickly solve the crimes before cultural 

tensions explode.

• Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other 
writer, according to Guinness World Records 

• Since Patterson’s first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977, his books 
have sold more than three hundred million copies

• Author was named one of the “50 Most Influential People Who Make 
Our Days a Little Brighter” by AARP the Magazine

“America’s #1 storyteller.”
—Forbes, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/25/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (bs3m) 9 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4789-6480-3 $89.99 L 978-1-4789-6481-0 $29.99

I Am Your Judge
A Novel
The Bodenstein & Kirchhoff Series, 
Book 4
by Nele Neuhaus
Translated by Steven T. Murray
Read by Robert Fass

When a string of murders terrorizes local 
residents, pressure mounts on Detective 
Kirchhoff to find a suspect who appears 
to kill at will.

• One of the most widely read crime writers in Germany, Neuhaus’ novels 
have been among Der Spiegel’s top ten bestsellers

• Neuhaus’ novels have been the basis for a number of European films

• Will appeal to fans of Anne Holt, Lars Kepler, and Kristina Ohlsson

• Author website: www.NeleNeuhaus.de

• Also available: Snow White Must Die, Bad Wolf, and The Ice Queen

“[An] absorbing and intricately constructed  
German police procedural.” 

—Wall Street Journal on Bad Wolf

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / INTERNATIONAL MYSTERY & CRIME 
(bq1m) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6588-9    $109.00      L 978-1-5046-6589-6    $29.95      N 978-1-5046-9274-8    $79.99

Scandalous Behavior
The Stone Barrington Series, Book 36
by Stuart Woods
Reader to be announced

Stuart Woods’ Stone Barrington novels 
are New York Times bestsellers. Now 
Stone Barrington, ex-cop and New York 
superlawyer, is back and in fine form. 
Barrington is no stranger to nefarious 
schemes and tricky situations, but his 
newest adversary will certainly keep him 
on his toes.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Twenty of Stuart Woods’ novels have made the New York Times 
bestseller list, most of them in the Stone Barrington series

• Will appeal to fans of New York City thrillers, including Alert by James 
Patterson and Michael Ledwidge

• Author is a winner of the Bram Stoker Award

“There’s more than enough action and intrigue to keep the 
pages turning fast and furious.”

—Booklist, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME • (bs0g) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-5046-8313-5 $60.00 

My Name Is Lucy 
Barton
by Elizabeth Strout
Reader to be announced

Lucy Barton is in the hospital due to an 
infection when her mother, whom she 
hasn’t seen in years, comes to visit her. 
The power of this extraordinary book 
is in what remains unsaid, and what 
Lucy fills in about her troubled family, 
shamed by poverty and early wounds 
unable to heal. 

• New York Times bestselling author

• Author won the Pulitzer Prize for Olive Kitteridge

• Will appeal to fans of The Heart Goes Last by Margaret Atwood and 
Avenue of Mysteries by John Irving

• Author website: www.ElizabethStrout.com

“[Strout] constructs her stories with rich irony and moments  
of genuine surprise and intense emotion.”

—USA Today, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bs0f) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-8312-8 $60.00
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The Spring at Moss Hill
The Swift River Valley Series, Book 7
by Carla Neggers
Reader to be announced

Russ is in little Knights Bridge, 
Massachusetts, to keep a client out of 
trouble. It doesn’t seem like a tough 
job—until he runs into Kylie Shaw, an 
illustrator of children’s books. Getting 
Kylie to let loose a little is a challenge, 
but they have more in common than 
many would expect.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Carla Neggers’ success in the contemporary romance genre continues 
to increase with each new release in her Swift River Valley series

• Will appeal to fans of Linda Lael Miller and Catherine Coulter

• Targeted trade and consumer advertising campaign

• Also available: Cider Brook and Echo Lake

“A good addition to any contemporary romance collection.”
—Library Journal (starred audio review) on Cider Brook

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (bipg) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6695-4 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-6696-1 $29.95

Where It Hurts
The Gus Murphy Series, Book 1
by Reed Farrel Coleman
Read by Chris Andrew Ciulla

Divorced and working as a courtesy van 
driver, Gus Murphy’s waking trance ends 
when ex-con Tommy Delcamino comes 
to him for help. TJ Delcamino’s battered 
body has been discovered, yet the 
police don’t seem interested. Tommy 
seeks out the only cop he ever trusted: 
Gus Murphy.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Where It Hurts has received advance praise from Lee Child and other 
big-name authors

• Will appeal to fans of Lee Child and Jeffery Deaver

• Author is a three-time Edgar Award nominee, three-time winner of the 
Shamus Award, and winner of the Anthony, Barry, and Macavity Awards

“One of the greatest voices in contemporary crime  
fiction…I loved this book. Nobody does it better.”

—Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HARD-BOILED • (bnck) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6113-3 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-6114-0 $29.95

N 978-1-5046-9268-7 $74.99

The Expatriates
A Novel
by Janice Y. K. Lee
Reader to be announced

Mercy is adrift, undone by a recent 
terrible incident; Hilary is haunted by her 
struggle to have a child; and Margaret 
questions her maternal identity in the 
wake of shattering loss. As each woman 
struggles, their lives collide in ways 
that have irreversible consequences for 
them all. 

• Janice Lee is the New York Times bestselling author of The Piano Teacher, 
which has sold nearly four hundred thousand copies

• The Piano Teacher received rave reviews from nearly every major book 
review outlet, including the New York Times, Chicago Tribune, and others

• Will appeal to fans of The Vacationers by Emma Straub and Crazy Rich 
Asians by Kevin Kwan

• National and regional publicity and review coverage

“Lee’s women are complex and often flawed, which makes  
the stories of their strength all the more compelling.”

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bs0j) 12 hours • 11 CDs
 978-1-5046-8316-6 $60.00 

Always Hungry?
Conquer Cravings, Retrain Your Fat 
Cells, and Lose Weight Permanently
by David Ludwig, MD, PhD
Read by David Ludwig, MD, PhD

New research shows that by eating the 
wrong foods, our fat cells are triggered 
to take in too many calories. Now, David 
Ludwig, MD, PhD, offers an impeccably 
researched diet that will teach listeners to 
reprogram their fat cells, tame hunger, boost 
metabolism, and lose weight for good.

• Offers a paradigm-shifting approach—a weight loss strategy that 
debunks the calorie myth

• Will appeal to fans of The Blood Sugar Solution by Mark Hyman and 
Grain Brain by David Perlmutter

• This is a seminal book from a highly revered weight-loss expert from 
Harvard Medical School

• Inspired by an extemely popular New York Times op-ed

“This book offers a practical, lifetime approach to return to a 
state of improved wellness regardless of your weight.”

—Barry Sears, author of Toxic Fat

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIETS • (bs3p) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-1001-5 $109.99 
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The Guest Room
A Novel
by Chris Bohjalian
Reader to be announced

Kristin Chapman’s brother-in-law’s 
bachelor party at her home came with 
unexpected bacchanalian drunkenness, 
marital betrayal, and a violent double 
murder in their home. In the aftermath, 
Kristin and her husband’s lives rapidly 
spiral into a nightmare.

• New York Times bestselling author

• National print advertising in the New York Times Book Review and 
BookPage

• Will appeal to fans of Paula McLain and Alice Hoffman

• The book comes on the back of Bohjalian’s most critically acclaimed 
book to date: the national bestseller Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands

“The Guest Room pulses quick as a page-turner, but its 
concerns run deep into the moral consequences following an 

eruption of violence in ordinary lives.”
—Charles Frazier, National Book Award–winning author of Cold Mountain

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bs0e) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs 
 978-1-5046-8311-1 $60.00 

Orchard Grove
by Vincent Zandri
Read by Hillary Huber and  
Keith Szarabajka

Orchard Grove is a town like any other, 
with quiet neighborhoods and apple 
groves … though Ethan and his wife 
would tell you differently. So would the 
seductive serial killer living next door. 
The backyard fences aren’t enough to 
stop the manipulative mind games and 
dangerous lies.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Orchard Grove is classic domestic suspense along the lines of Harlan 
Coben’s novels

• Moonlight Weeps won ITW’s Thriller Award for Best Paperback Original 
and is a finalist for the 2015 Shamus Award for Best Original PI Novel

• Will appeal to fans of the Matt Sinclair Mysteries by Brian Thiem and the 
Elise Sandburg series by Anne Frasier

• Author website: www.VincentZandri.com

“Gritty, fast paced, lyrical, and haunting.”
—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author, on The Innocent

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (bq28) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6580-3 $90.00 L 978-1-5046-6581-0 $29.95

Bad Behavior
Stories
by Mary Gaitskill
Read by the author

These powerful stories about 
dislocation, longing, and desire depict a 
disenchanted and rebellious urban-
fringe generation as it searches for 
human connection. Now a classic, Bad 
Behavior made critical waves when first 
published, heralding Gaitskill’s arrival on 
the literary scene.

• The debut writings from this acclaimed and award-winning author

• Includes the original short story “Secretary,” upon which the 2002 film 
by the same named was loosely based

• Will appeal to fans of Lorrie Moore’s Self-Help: Stories and Flannery 
O’Connor’s A Good Man Is Hard to Find, and Other Stories

• Author’s first novel, Veronica, was a finalist for the National Book Award 
and for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize

“Writing about human nature at its most perverse and 
hopeless, Gaitskill has created an intimate and almost 

beautiful series of images.”—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 1/31/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (br6d) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7126-2 $69.00 L 978-1-5046-7127-9 $29.95

Never Tear Us Apart
by Monica Murphy
Reader to be announced

Rescued by her captor’s teenage son, years 
later Katie Watts goes on prime-time news 
to tell her story, believing it will help her heal. 
As Will watches her on TV, he is inexplicably 
drawn to her vulnerability and aches to 
protect her. There is no way he’ll lose her a 
second time.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• A perfect gift for romance fans of Colleen Hoover, Jay Crownover, and 
K. A. Tucker

• Social media campaign through author’s platforms and targeted 
blogger outreach

“This book has all the best parts of romance and betrayal. I 
couldn’t turn the pages fast enough.”

—Jay Crownover, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY  • (bsuc) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-0045-0 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-0046-7 $29.95
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Girl through Glass
A Novel
by Sari Wilson
Read by Tavia Gilbert

In the summer of 1977, eleven-year-old Mira enters the 
high-stakes world of New York City ballet, a fiercely 
competitive world of struggle, obsession, passion for 
beauty—and something sinister that will challenge 
her, protect her, and ultimately take her innocence.

• Wilson’s fiction has appeared in several literary journals

• Author has a background as a ballet dancer in New York

• Will appeal to fans of ballet and coming-of-age stories

“Lush with the shame and exhilaration that lie at the lip of adolescence.” 
—Miranda Beverly-Whittemore, author of Bittersweet

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bq5p) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6919-1 $90.00 L 978-1-5046-6920-7 $29.95

The Collectibles
The Collectibles Trilogy, Book 1
by James J. Kaufman
Read by Joe Barrett

Two very different men are dramatically changed by 
their interaction, revealing the power of relationships, 
the nature of love, and ultimately the meaning of life.

• Winner of the Nautilus Book Award Silver Medal in 2011 and finalist for the Bill 
Fisher Award for Best First Book (Fiction)

• Made the Amazon e-book bestsellers list

• Will appeal to fans of John Grisham’s novels as well as readers of When No One 
Is Watching by Joseph Hayes

“A life-changing, inspirational, heart-wrenching novel.”
—Susan Heim, coauthor of Chicken Soup for the Soul: All in the Family

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (brq2) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7668-7 $90.00 L 978-1-5046-7669-4 $29.95

Been There, Done That
Family Wisdom for Modern Times
by Al Roker and Deborah Roberts,  
with Laura Morton
Reader to be announced

Been There, Done That is a funny, heartfelt, and em-
powering collection of life lessons, hard-won wisdom, 
and instructive family anecdotes.

• Al Roker is a New York Times bestselling author and winner of thirteen Emmys

• Deborah Roberts is an award-winning ABC news journalist

• Will appeal to fans of The Key Is Love by Marie Osmond 

“Vivid details abound in Roker’s telling of  
the hurricane and its aftermath…Engrossing.”

—Chicago Tribune on The Storm of the Century

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / PARENTING / GENERAL • (bs0c) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-5046-8309-8 $60.00

We, the Drowned
by Carsten Jensen
Translated by Charlotte Barslund, with Emma Ryder
Read by Simon Vance

In 1848, Danish sailors set sail to fight Germans. Not 
all return—and those who do will never be the same, 
including daredevil Laurids Madsen. Here also is the 
story of generations of Danish sailors lured to the sea.

• We, the Drowned has received much critical acclaim by major US publications

• A bestseller throughout Scandinavia and in Germany

• Will appeal to fans of Herman Melville’s sailing stories as well as Jack London’s 
The Sea Wolf, Captain David Grief, and South Sea Tales

“Both Melville and Steinbeck might have been pleased to read it.”
—New Republic

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (brv4) 23 hours • 18 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5046-8218-3 $123.00 L 978-1-5046-8219-0 $44.95

N 978-1-5046-9276-2 $99.99

Indignation
by Philip Roth
Reader to be announced

In 1951, the second year of the Korean War, Marcus 
Messner begins his sophomore year on the conserva-
tive campus of Ohio’s Winesburg College. Far from his 
home in Newark, Marcus has to find his way amid the 
customs and constrictions of another American world.

• Philip Roth has won the Pulitzer Prize, the National Medal of Arts, and others

• Roth is widely regarded as one of the greatest novelists in American history

• Will appeal to fans of A View from the Bridge by Arthur Miller and Giovanni’s 
Room by James Baldwin

“Demands to be read in one sitting. It’s that good…It’s that compelling.”
—Seattle Times

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bsdg) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD 
 978-1-5046-9404-9 $49.00 L 978-1-5046-9405-6 $19.95

The End of the Sentence
By Maria Dahvana Headley and Kat Howard
Reader to be announced

As he attempts to rebuild his life in rural Oregon, 
Malcolm Mays finds himself corresponding with Du-
sha Chuchonnyhoof, a mysterious, jailed entity who 
claims to be the owner of Malcolm’s house. As the 
clock ticks toward Dusha’s release, Malcolm must find 
out whether he’s assisting a murderer or an innocent.

• Maria Dahvana Headley is an internationally bestselling author and coeditor, 
with Neil Gaiman, of the New York Times bestseller Unnatural Creatures.

• Will appeal to fans of the Southern Reach Trilogy by Jeff VanderMeer and the 
Imperial Radch series by Ann Leckie

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / FANTASY • (bstg) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD 
 978-1-5047-0052-8 $49.00 L 978-1-5047-0053-5 $19.95
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Cosmosapiens
Human Evolution from the Origin of the Universe
by John Hands
Read by Gildart Jackson

Cosmosapiens is a big-picture look that will transform 
our understanding of what we are and how we 
evolved from the origin of the universe.

• Presents the most exciting big-picture ideas of science and philosophy

• Hands uses his discussions with world-renowned scientists to take to task 
ideas of Richard Dawkins and Albert Einstein

• Will appeal to fans of Neil deGrasse Tyson, Yuval Noah Harari, and Jim Holt

“A compendious work that will intrigue serious readers.”
—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
SCIENCE / COSMOLOGY • (bslq) 25.5 hours • 20 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9933-4 $140.00 L 978-1-5046-9934-1  $44.95 

Eleanor
A Novel
by Jason Gurley
Read by to be announced

One day years after the death of her sister, Eleanor 
walks through a doorway and finds herself in a corn-
field. Now she must master her new abilities—or her 
sister’s death may not be the last.

• Eleanor sold more than ten thousand copies after having been self-published 
for only three months

• Will appeal to fans of The Age of Miracles by Karen Thompson Walker and 
Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel

“A virtuoso performance…Eleanor might just be the book of the year.”
—Russell Blake, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / FANTASY / CONTEMPORARY • (bs0i) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-8315-9 $60.00

The Lightkeepers
A Novel
by Abby Geni
Reader to be announced

Shortly after Miranda is assaulted by an inhabitant of 
the islands she’s visiting, her assailant is found dead. 
As the novel unfolds, Miranda must grapple with what 
has happened.

• Abby Geni’s work won first place in the Glimmer Train Fiction Open

• Will appeal to fans of Nobody Is Ever Missing by Catherine Lacey and The 
Sunken Cathedral by Kate Walbert

“Wonderfully written, with precise language and a true compassion  
for the hardships of the characters. Highly recommended.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on The Last Animal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bruq) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8050-9 $100.00 L 978-1-5046-8051-6 $29.95

Great Speeches by the Presidents 
of the United States, Vol. 3
by SpeechWorks

A day that will live in infamy … Nothing to fear but fear 
itself … Ask not what your country can do for you. From 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt to Barack Obama, this 
collection features original speeches by the presidents 
of the United States.

• Features original recordings of some of the most famous presidential 
speeches in United States history

• A great gift for history buffs

• Will appeal to fans of Great Speeches of the 20th Century, edited by  
Bob Blaisdell

• Other SpeechWorks collections also available

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (bs3k) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8530-6 $90.00 L 978-1-5046-8531-3 $29.95

1924
The Year That Made Hitler
by Peter Ross Range
Reader to be announced

Until now, no one has devoted an entire book to the 
single, dark year of Hitler’s incarceration following his 
attempted coup. Peter Ross Range richly depicts this 
year that bore to the world a monster.

• The first new edition of Mein Kampf in seventy years will be in German 
bookstores in 2016

• Will appeal to fans of Lost in Shangri-La by Mitchell Zuckoff and The Coming of 
the Third Reich by Richard J. Evans

“Peter Ross Range tells all at a torrid clip.”
—Amazon.com, editorial review, on Murder in the Yoga Store

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
HISTORY / EUROPE / GERMANY • (bs42) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-1008-4 $89.99

Abundance Now
Amplify Your Life, Work, Love, and Money …  
and Achieve Prosperity Today
by Lisa Nichols and Janet Switzer
Foreword by Steve Harvey • Reader to be announced

In Abundance Now, personal transformation icon Lisa 
Nichols shares her secrets for creating a life that is rich 
in every way possible.

• Print run: 100,000

• Janet Switzer is the New York Times bestselling coauthor of Jack Canfield’s The 
Success Principles

• Will appeal to fans of Jack Canfield and Joe Vitale

“With the help of this book you’ll be able to soar to success.”
—Jack Canfield, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / SUCCESS • (bn8e) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-5046-4503-4 $59.99
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Coconut Cowboy
A Novel
The Serge Storms Series , Book 19
by Tim Dorsey • Read by Oliver Wyman

Obsessed with the iconic Easy Rider, lovable serial killer 
Serge A. Storms devises his wildest plan yet: finish the 
journey begun by his freewheeling heroes, Captain 
America and Billy.

• Print run: 50,000

• Dorsey’s most recent novel, Tiger Shrimp Tango, was a New York Times 
bestseller

• Will appeal to fans of James W. Hall and Carl Hiaasen

“Tiger Shrimp Tango dances with Florida’s weird side.”
—Tampa Bay Times on Tiger Shrimp Tango

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / GENERAL • (bsfl) 9 hours • 7 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9476-6 $59.99

The Knave of Hearts
The Rhymes with Love Series, Book 5
by Elizabeth Boyle
Read by Susan Duerden

Alaster “Tuck” Rowland admits he’s partly to blame for 
Lavinia Tempest’s disastrous debut. But he’s placed a 
wager that he can make Lavinia into one of the most 
sought-after ladies in London. 

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Falling into Bed with a Duke by Lorraine Heath and 
Daniel’s True Desire by Grace Burrows

“Wit, passion, and adventure, Elizabeth Boyle has it all.”
—Julia Quinn, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL • (bsfu) 12 hours • 10 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9490-2  $59.99 

My American Duchess
by Eloisa James
Read by Kate Reading

After one provocative encounter with the captivating 
Merry Pelford, an American duchess, the Duke of Trent 
is determined to have her. The problem is, Merry is 
already betrothed. In his battle to save Merry and win 
her heart, one thing becomes clear—all is fair in love 
and war.

• Print run: 500,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Mary Balogh, Julia London, and Elizabeth Hoty

“Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than a new novel by Eloisa James!
—Julia Quinn, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY • (bsfy) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 978-1-5046-9496-4 $59.99 

A Son’s Vow
The Charmed Amish Life Series, Book 1
by Shelley Shepard Gray
Read by Heather Henderson

Darla’s father was responsible for a fire that killed five 
men, and the town of Charm hasn’t looked at her 
family the same since—including Lukas Kinsinger, 
Darla’s close friend. As Lukas and Darla try to repair 
their families, they discover something deeper than 

friendship growing between them.

• Print run: 100,000
• New York Times bestselling author
• Will appeal to fans of Amish fiction and Amish romance
• All four books in the Charmed Amish Life series will be available by Christmas

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / AMISH & MENNONITE • (bsg3) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 978-1-5046-9506-0 $59.99 

Everything She Wanted
The Hunted Series, Book 5
by Jennifer Ryan
Read by Coleen Marlo

Ben Knight will stop at nothing to save the lives of 
his clients, especially the hauntingly beautiful social 
worker, Kate Morrison—but can she trust the sexy 
lawyer with her life?

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Laura Wright, Cat Johnson, and Candis Terry

• Author website: www.Jennifer-Ryan.com

“Infused with intense drama, a dab of suspense, and oodles of 
bloodshed, this action-packed romp is a high-stakes page-turner.”

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (bsf6) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-9450-6 $59.99

The Man without a Shadow
by Joyce Carol Oates
Read by Susan Hanfield

Neuroscientist Margot Sharpe and Elihu Hoopes, 
whose devastated memory is unable to store new 
experiences or to retrieve the old, embark on an 
exploration of the mysteries of the human brain.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Joyce Carol Oates’ Lovely, Dark, Deep was a finalist for the 2015 Pulitzer Prize 
for Fiction

“A powerful new novel…We see how, in the hands of a great writer, a 
gripping story can be torn from the poisonous rubble.”

—Guardian (London) on The Sacrifice

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bsfg) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 978-1-5046-9468-1  $59.99 
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The Dirt Cure
Growing Healthy Kids with Food Straight from Soil
by Maya Shetreat-Klein, MD
Reader to be announced

A pioneering pediatric neurologist reveals the 
shocking contents of children’s food, how it is 
seriously harming their bodies and brains, and what 
we can do about it. Dr. Maya discovered that food 
was the root of her own son’s illness and healed him 
with a health plan any family can follow.

“An exhilarating book that had me cheering from page one.  
Don’t go to the pediatrician without it!”

—Christiane Northrup, MD, New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Michael Pollan, 
Andrew Weil, and Dr. Oz

• Author appearances in New York City

• National television, radio, and print 
publicity campaign

• Online promotion and features

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION / GENERAL • (bs3l) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8382-1 $76.00 L 978-1-5046-8386-9 $29.95 

Dictator
The Cicero Series, Book 3
by Robert Harris
Reader to be announced

From the bestselling author of 
Pompeii comes the third installment 
in the most provocative and brilliant 
saga of Rome and its power struggles 
since I, Claudius. 

“Sinuous, clever, and compelling… 
A fitting end to a magnificent trilogy.”

—Metro (UK)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL
(bs0h) 14 hours  • 12 CDs  
 978-1-5046-8314-2 $60.00

The Temptation of  
Elizabeth Tudor
Elizabeth I, Thomas Seymour, and 
the Making of a Virgin Queen
by Elizabeth Norton
Reader to be announced

The Tudor court had never been more 
perilous for the young Elizabeth, 
where rumors had the power to 
determine her fate.

“Juicy royal history that may or may not be true…A 
quick, enjoyable read.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/4/16
HISTORY / EUROPE / GREAT BRITAIN
(bq6c) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7498-0 $109.00
L 978-1-5046-7499-7 $29.95 N 978-1-5046-9278-6 $79.99

Enchanted by the Wolf & 
Captivating the Witch 
by Michele Hauf
Read by Kaleo Griffith

In Enchanted by the Wolf, Kirnan 
Savauterre discovers his new bride 
is an utterly enticing mystery. In 
Captivating the Witch, fate and 
attraction bind Edamite Thrash to 
Tamatha Bellerose.

“[Beatrice’s] bond with Kirnan is strong and true, and 
their journey together is engaging and spicy.”

—RT Book Reviews on Enchanted by the Wolf

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/31/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL
(bsh6) 17 hours • 14 CDs                                              978-1-5046-9789-7    $79.99

House of Shadows
by Jen Christie
Read by Cris Dukehart

The Great Charleston Earthquake 
catapults Penrose Heatherton from 
the 1880s into the present day. 
Though she’s still residing in Arundell 
Manor, it’s a very different world … 
with a different man inhabiting the 
ancestral estate. And Keat Arundell 

is every bit as brooding and intriguing as his ancestor—her former 
lover. Scared beyond reason, Penrose hides in the mansion’s secret 
tunnels—until Keat finds her. Soon they discover an immense passion, 
but their days are numbered; if Penrose can’t close a loophole in time, 
the man she’s come to love will never exist.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/31/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL
(bsh7) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs                                        978-1-5046-9791-0  $59.99   
  

Kingdom Come
The Elizabeth Harris Mysteries, Book 1
by Jane Jensen
Read by Rachel Fulginiti

When a beautiful, scantily clad “English” girl is found 
dead in the barn of a prominent Amish family, 
Detective Elizabeth Harris must track down a killer 
with deep ties to a community that always protects 
its own—no matter how deadly the cost.

“[An] innovative, multifaceted story.”
—Publishers Weekly on Dante’s Equation

• Jensen is the bestselling author of the 
computer game series Gabriel Knight

• Dante’s Equation was nominated for 
the Philip K. Dick Award

• Will appeal to fans of the movie 
Witness or the TV show The Killing

• Print features and reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (bmp9) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6120-1 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-6119-5 $29.95 N 978-1-5046-9270-0 $74.99

Honeymoon
by Patrick Modiano
Translated by Barbara Wright
Read by Bronson Pinchot

In Honeymoon, Patrick Modiano 
constructs an existential tale of 
suspense, longing, and of the past’s 
hold over a shifting, ambiguous 
present.

“Modiano is a wonderfully evocative writer—there’s 
a nice touch of menace throughout and the cool, 

collected writing feels like a salve.”
—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / LITERARY
(bp0v) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6003-7 $49.00
L 978-1-5046-6004-4 $19.95 

Dhalgren
by Samuel R. Delany
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

In Dhalgren, perhaps one of the most 
profound and bestselling science 
fiction novels of all time, Samuel R. 
Delany has produced a novel that 
rivals the best American fiction of 
the 1970s.

“A multilayered plot that will be right  
at home with today’s audiences.”

—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(bq8s) 36 hours • 28 CDs • 3 MP3 CDs  978-1-5046-7574-1 $160.00
L 978-1-5046-7575-8 $59.95

The Plague of Thieves Affair
The Carpenter and Quincannon 
Mysteries, Book 4
by Marcia Muller and Bill Pronzini
Reader to be announced

While John Quincannon investigates 
the death of a brewmaster, Sabrina 
Carpenter may have a clue to the real 
identity of the madman claiming to 
be Sherlock Holmes.

“A doubly impossible crime only  
adds to the enjoyable plot.”

—Publishers Weekly on The Bughouse Affair

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL
(bozp) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6089-1 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-6090-7 $29.95  

The 8th Circle
The Danny Ryan Thrillers, Book #1
by Sarah Cain
Reader to be announced

Danny Ryan is heading down a 
dangerous path. Powerful people are 
ready to kill to protect what Danny’s 
recently murdered friend was about 
to uncover, and if Danny’s not careful, 
he’ll be next.

“[This book] nails the noir.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME
(btb0) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0138-9 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-0139-6 $29.95
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The Anubis Gates
by Tim Powers
Read by Bronson Pinchot

When Brendan Doyle gives a lecture 
on Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 
London, little does he expect that he 
will soon be traveling through time 
and meeting the poet himself.

“Tim Powers evokes seventeenth-century England 
with a combination of meticulously researched 

historic detail and imaginative flights.”
—Amazon.com, editorial review

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE
(brqa) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8042-4 $105.00
L 978-1-5046-8043-1 $29.95 

The Wilmington Ten
Violence, Injustice, and the Rise of 
Black Politics in the 1970s
by Kenneth Robert Janken
Read by Ron Butler

In 1971 racial tension in Wilmington, 
North Carolina, culminated in four 
days of violence. The Wilmington Ten 
examines the events of that year and 
the subsequent movement for justice.

“A passionate, intensely engaging portrait of the 
group’s initial mission.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/4/16 
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY
(bly1) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6403-5 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-6404-2 $29.95 N 978-1-5046-9261-8 $64.99

The Swans of Fifth Avenue
A Novel
by Melanie Benjamin
Reader to be announced

Babe Paley befriends Truman Capote, 
opening the lives of Manhattan’s 
elite and powerful to him. Babe 
never imagines the destruction to 
come—but once a storyteller, always 
a storyteller.

“Fictional biography at its finest.”
—Booklist (starred review), on The Aviator’s Wife

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL
(bs0n) 15 hours  • 12 CDs 
 978-1-5046-8320-3 $60.00 

The Road to Little Dribbling
Adventures of an American in Britain
by Bill Bryson
Reader to be announced

Two decades after a weeks-long 
farewell family motoring trip about 
England, Bill Bryson set out again to 
rediscover that country, and the result 
is The Road to Little Dribbling.

“Bill Bryson is a funny writer…doubled over belly 
shakes and seltzer through the nose funny.”

—Globe and Mail (Toronto), praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
TRAVEL / EUROPE / GREAT BRITAIN
(bs0m) 14 hours  • 11 CDs  
 978-1-5046-8319-7 $60.00

Even Dogs in the Wild
The Inspector Rebus Series, Book 20
by Ian Rankin
Read by James MacPerson

Siobhan Clarke is investigating the 
death of a senior lawyer when another 
notorious family under surveillance 
arrives in Edinburgh. As the cases 
collide, it turns into a game of dog 
eat dog.

“Rankin shows no signs of losing steam with  
John Rebus.”

—Shelf Awareness, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE 
(bs3n) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6483-4 $109.99
L 978-1-4789-6484-1 $44.99 

Deep Work
Rules for Focused Success in a 
Distracted World
by Cal Newport
Reader to be announced

Georgetown University professor and 
popular blogger Cal Newport reveals 
the new key to achieving success and 
true meaning in one’s professional life.

“[This book] will help you bypass the disillusionment 
and get right to work building skills that matter.”

—Daniel Pink, New York Times bestselling author, on  
So Good They Can’t Ignore You

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16 
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / TIME MGMT.
(bs3o) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs   978-1-4789-0999-6 $75.99

Rich Man, Poor Man
A Memoir
by Nick Nolte
Reader to be announced

In a career spanning five decades, 
Nick Nolte has endured the rites of 
Hollywood celebrity. Rising from 
obscurity to Oscar nominations, he 
has been both celebrated and vilified; 
survived marriages, divorces, and 

a string of romances; and suffered public humiliation over his drug 
issues. Despite these ups and downs, Nolte has remained true to the 
craft he loves. A man who refuses to hide his mistakes, Nolte now 
delivers his most revealing performance yet. This memoir offers a 
candid look at the man, the career, the loves, and the life.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/1/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
(baea) 12 hours • 9 CDs   978-1-4829-9268-7 $59.99

So Good They Can’t Ignore 
You
Why Skills Trump Passion in the 
Quest for Work You Love
by Cal Newport
Read by Dave Mallow

So Good They Can’t Ignore You will 
change the way we think about our 
careers, happiness, and the crafting of 
a remarkable life.

“Advice and examples that will help you…get right to 
work building skills that matter.”

—Daniel H. Pink, #1 New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CAREERS
JOB HUNTING
(amro) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs   978-1-4789-1006-0 $69.99

The Erotica Book Club for 
Nice Ladies
by Connie Spittler
Reader to be announced

A dizzying and delightful tale, richly 
woven with elements of mystery, 
erotica, and ancient history

“An intriguing, herb-seasoned page-turner, with 
engaging characters and plenty of plot strands to 
untangle.”—Susan Wittig Albert, author of Death Come Quickly

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
(bruu) 11 hours  • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8074-5 $100.00
L 978-1-5046-8075-2 $29.95

Lady Bridget’s Diary
The Cavendish Series, Book 1
by Maya Rodale
Read by Saskia Maarleveld

In the first novel of Maya Rodale’s 
stunning new series, an American heiress 
must learn to navigate London society 
and an infuriatingly irresistible rake.

“Rodale has an intimate understanding of aristocratic 
England and a particular flair for rendering 

sumptuous period details.” 
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on A Tale of Two Lovers

AVAILABLE 1/26/16 
FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY
(bsfv) 12 hours  • 10 CDs  978-1-5046-9492-6 $59.99

Built
The Saints of Denver Series, Book 1
by Jay Crownover
Read by Nicki D. Noir and Jay Crow

From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling 
author of the Marked Men books comes an 
electrifying new spin-off series, Saints of Denver, 
featuring all the characters fans have been dying to 
read about.

“Deliciously real, raw, and romantic. Jay Crownover is amazing!”
—Monica Murphy, New York Times bestselling author, on Asa

• Print run: 50,000

• New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Stay With Me by J. 
Lynn and Mine by Katy Evans

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
Fiction / Romance / New Adult  • (bsf2) 11.25 hours • 9 CDs
 978-1-5046-9442-1 $59.99
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Best Friends Forever
by Kimberla Lawson Roby
Reader to be announced

As her relationship deteriorates and 
Celine worries that she’ll be left to 
endure cancer treatment alone, 
comfort and support come in the 
form of her best friend, Lauren, who 
vows to help by any means necessary. 

“Engrossing…The writing is cinematic and the juicy 
plot moves quickly.”

—Publishers Weekly on The Reverend’s Wife

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN /  
CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(bs45) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs   978-1-4789-1016-9 $55.00

The First Order
The Sam Capra Series, Book 5
by Jeff Abbott
Read by Kevin T. Collins

Sam Capra discovers that the brother 
he thought was dead is alive, leading 
a secret hidden life and planning an 
assassination that could trigger a 
world war.

“One of the best ongoing series in the thriller genre. 
Readers will be hooked from the start.”

—Associated Press, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / THRILLERS
(bs46) 14 hours • 11 CDs   978-1-4789-1020-6 $118.99

Big Girl
How I Gave Up Dieting and Got a Life
by Kelsey Miller
Read by the author

Big Girl chronicles Kelsey’s journey 
into self-loathing and disordered 
eating—and out of it. This is a memoir 
for anyone who’s tried and failed and 
felt like a big, fat loser. So, basically, 

everyone.

“With grace and humor, Kelsey Miller sheds light on 
the hazards of a culture obsessed with dieting.”

—Alexandra Kleeman, author of You Too Can Have a Body like Mine

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(bs47) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs   978-1-4789-1024-4 $89.99

Duke of My Heart
The Season for Scandal Series, Book 1
by Kelly Bowen
Reader to be announced

Since finding a dead earl tied to his 
missing sister’s bed, Captain Harcourt 
is at the mercy of the captivating Miss 
Ivory Moore of Chegarre & Associates, 
known for smoothing over the most 
dire of scandals.

“A sexy and sparkling Regency gem…Don’t miss out!”
—Julia London, New York Times bestselling author, on  

A Good Rogue Is Hard to Find

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY
(bs48) 11 hours • 9 CDs   978-1-4789-1028-2 $105.99

Too Dumb to Fail
How the GOP Betrayed the Reagan Revolution 
to Win Elections (and How It Can Reclaim Its 
Conservative Roots)
by Matt K. Lewis
Reader to be announced

A leading voice among young conservatives 
criticizes the Republican Party’s short-term focus 
and argues for a return to its historic values and an 
understanding of nuance and deep ideology.

“One of my favorite columnist/reporters.”
—Sean Hannity, media host and New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

• Lewis is popular among a younger, 
more inclusive, and digitally-savvy 
generation of conservatives

• Lewis is a popular TV guest, appearing 
twenty times on Morning Joe in 2014

• Will appeal to fans of Thomas Sowell 
and Richard Hofstadter

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / COMMENTARY & OPINION • (bs4b) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 978-1-4789-1040-4 $75.99

Hammerhead Six
The Story of the First Special Forces 
“A” Camp in Afghanistan’s Violent 
Pech Valley
by Ronald Fry, with Tad Tuleja
Reader to be announced

In 2003, Special Forces soldiers 
entered one of the most dangerous 
areas of Afghanistan. By illustrating 
the Afghan proverb: “I destroy my 

enemy by making him my friend,” they were seen as welcome guests 
rather than invaders. Hammerhead Six finally reveals how cultural 
respect, hard work, and the occasional machine gun burst were more 
than a match for the Taliban and al-Qaeda.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
HISTORY / MILITARY / AFGHAN WAR
(bs4a) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs   978-1-4789-1036-7 $75.99

After the Crash
A Novel
by Michael Bussi
Translated by Sam Taylor
Read by Daniel Philpott

The sole survivor of a airplane crash 
is an infant girl, but two infants were 
on board. Both families step forward 
to claim her—one poor and one 
powerful, wealthy, and dangerous.

“Riveting…Psychological suspense at its finest… 
This book is worth it!”

—Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(bs4c) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-4789-1044-2 $109.99

Rich Dad Advisors:  
Tap Into Greatness
How to Stop Managing, Start 
Leading, and Drive Greater Interest
The Rich Dad Advisors Series
by Sarah Singer-Nourie
Read by the author

Performance coach Sarah Singer-
Nourie reveals the key truths of having 
outsized impact and power.

“Sarah is changing people, creating the leaders and 
organizations of the future.”

—Brandon Dawson, president of Hopwater, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
(bsam) 6 hours • 5 CDs   978-1-4789-1002-2 $54.99

Ten Powerful Phrases for 
Positive People
by Rich DeVos
Reader to be announced

Your decision to live with a positive 
attitude can change your life, your 
community, even the world. Start 
today with one small phrase:  
You can do it. 

“Rich’s book gives ten invaluable phrases we ought to 
keep on the tips of our tongues.”

—Chuck Colson, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
(bsan) 5 hours • 4 CDs   978-1-4789-1004-6 $49.99

Crazy Town
The Rob Ford Story
by Robyn Doolittle
Read by Erin Bennett

Reporter Robyn Doolittle was one of three 
journalists to view the video of Mayor Rob Ford 
apparently smoking crack cocaine and report on it 
in May 2013. Fast paced and insightful, Crazy Town is 
a page-turning portrait of a troubled man and a city 
caught in an astonishing scandal.

“Doolittle chronicles the investigations into Ford’s misconducts with admirable 
journalistic rigor and fairmindedness.”

—Zoomer

• Will appeal to fans of All the President’s 
Men by Carl Bernstein and Bob 
Woodward

• Mayor Rob Ford’s drug- and alcohol-
fueled antics made world headlines

• Author website: RobynDoolittle.com

• For fans of political intrigue

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / POLITICAL • (brvn) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8226-8 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-8227-5 $29.95
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Let There Be Water
Israel’s Solution for a Water-Starved World
by Seth Siegel
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner

By thinking boldly about water, Israel has 
transformed the water-greedy world of agriculture 
with innovations like drip irrigation, smart seeds for 
drought-friendly plants, and careful reuse of treated 
waste water. Let There Be Water tells the inspiring 
story of how this revolution came to be.

“A really interesting account of the possibilities for technology to solve one of the 
greatest and underestimated challenges of our age.”

—Tony Blair

• Let There Be Water was praised 
by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Michael 
Bloomberg, and other public figures

• Will appeal to fans of Ally by Michael B. 
Oren and Water 4.0 by David Sedlak

• A Los Angeles Times bestseller

• National author tour

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / WORLD / MIDDLE EASTERN • (bsc6) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-9343-1 $100.00 L 978-1-5046-9344-8 $29.95

Honeymoon
by James Patterson and Howard 
Roughan
Read by Campbell Scott and  
Hope Davis

When a young investment banker 
dies of strange causes, FBI agent John 
O’Hara immediately suspects the only 
witness—the banker’s alluring and 
mysterious fiancée.

“What a honey of a story it is!…Honeymoon is sexy 
and scary.”

—Associated Press

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / THRILLERS
(aah0) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6334-9 $75.99
L 978-1-4789-6335-6 $29.99

Step on a Crack
The Michael Bennett Novels, Book 1
by James Patterson and Michael 
Ledwidge
Read by John Slattery and  
Reg Rogers

The most powerful people in the 
world gather in New York for a funeral, 
and suddenly they are trapped within 
one man’s cold-blooded scenario.

“Totally gripping and downright impossible to put 
down…A promising start to a potential new series.”

—Booklist

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / THRILLERS
(aaoc) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6331-8 $75.99
L 978-1-4789-6332-5 $29.99 

The Wedding
by Nicholas Sparks
Read by Tom Wopat

Desperate to win back his wife’s 
heart, Wilson Lewis must figure out 
how to make her fall in love with him 
… again. With the memories of his 
in-laws’ love affair as his guide, Wilson 
struggles to find his way back into the 
heart of the woman he adores.

“Sparks is at his romantic best in this tender love story 
about a flawed hero trying to right his wrongs.”

—Booklist

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / GENERAL
(aaux) 7 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6341-7 $75.99
L 978-1-4789-6342-4 $29.99 

The Guardian
by Nicholas Sparks
Read by Isabel Keating

Julie Barenson is ready to make a 
commitment. But to whom? The 
choice should bring her happiness, 
but she is soon fighting for her life 
in a nightmare spawned by jealousy 
so poisonous that it has become 
murderous desire.

“Sparks’ latest is proof that he’s just as proficient 
writing suspenseful fiction as he is writing classic 

tearjerkers.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars)

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE
(aarh) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6338-7 $105.99
L 978-1-4789-6339-4 $44.99 

Echo Park
The Harry Bosch Series, Book 12
by Michael Connelly
Read by Len Cariou

Bosch gets a call about an accused 
killer who is willing to come clean in 
regard to several other murders in a 
deal to avoid the death penalty—one 
of which is an unsolved case from 
Bosch’s past.

“Connelly remains a master…Superior crime fiction, 
as suspenseful as it is psychologically acute.”

—Booklist

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE
(aaf9) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6344-8 $99.99
L 978-1-4789-6345-5 $29.99

The Overlook
The Harry Bosch Series, Book 13
by Michael Connelly
Read by Len Cariou

In his first case for the LAPD’s 
prestigious special homicide squad, 
Harry Bosch is called to investigate 
a murder that may have chilling 
consequences for national security.

“The scramble to investigate threats to national 
security, justified or otherwise, is a timely subject and 

one on which Connelly puts a brilliant new spin.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE 
(aatc) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4789-6347-9 $69.99
L 978-1-4789-6348-6 $29.99

Wild Fire
The John Corey Series, Book 4
by Nelson DeMille
Read by Scott Brick

The Custer Hill Club, a group of 
powerful American business, military, 
and government leaders, gathers to 
talk about the tragedy of 9/11 and 
how to retaliate—and their plan is set 
into motion.

“Thrilling…Highly recommended.” 
—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE 
(aawq) 18.5 hours • 15 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs  978-1-4789-6350-9 $122.99
L 978-1-4789-6351-6 $44.99

No Gun Intended
An Annabelle Starkey Mystery
The Annabelle Starkey Mysteries, Book 2
by Zoe Burke
Read by Hillary Huber

Arriving in Oregon, Annabelle finds out that her 
backpack was switched for one holding a gun. Was 
she set up or just in the wrong place at the wrong 
time? The Portland police aren’t sure. Now she must 
discover if someone is stalking her.

“Quickly paced and so clever, Burke…never misses a beat with her light rom-com 
banter, multigenerational ensemble, and sense of fun.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on Jump the Gun

• The first book in the series received a 
starred review from Library Journal

• Mysteries involving women sleuths are 
always popular

• Will appeal to fans of the Coffeehouse 
Mysteries by Cleo Coyle and If Anything 
Should Happen by Bonnie Hearn Hill

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (bs1n) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8202-2 $76.00 L 978-1-5046-8203-9 $29.95 

A Manual for Cleaning 
Women
Selected Stories
By Lucia Berlin
Edited and with an introduction by 
Stephen Emerson
Foreword by Lydia Davis
Read by various narrators

A Manual for Cleaning Women compiles the best work of the legendary 
short-story writer Lucia Berlin. With the grit of Raymond Carver, the 
humor of Grace Paley, and a blend of wit and melancholy all her own, 
Berlin crafts miracles from the everyday.

AVAILABLE 1/19/16 
FICTION / SHORT STORIES
(brq6) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7651-9 $109.00
L978-1-5046-7652-6 $29.95
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25 Things to Say to the 
Interviewer to Get the Job 
You Really Want
Revised and Updated
by Dexter Hawk
Read by Tom Taylorson

If you’re looking for a job that lets you 
do what you’re good at and pays you 
what you’re worth, read this book. 
Dexter Hawk’s newly updated version 

of his highly popular, one-of-a-kind career book teaches you not only 
how to get past interviewers but also the life skills and business acu-
men that it takes most successful people half a lifetime to learn. And if 
you want to make your dreams come true, read it over and over again.

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CAREERS / JOB HUNTING
(brus) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8514-6 $55.00
L 978-1-5046-8515-3 $29.95

In It for the Long Run
A Musical Odyssey
by Jim Rooney
Reader to be announced

Jim Rooney began a musical journey that 
intersected with some of the biggest names in 
American music. In It for the Long Run: A Musical 
Odyssey is Rooney’s kaleidoscopic firsthand account 
of more than five decades of success as a performer, 
songwriter, music publisher, and producer.

“Without Jim Rooney’s early encouragement, I would not have a career.”
—Nanci Griffith, Grammy Award winner

• Jim Rooney is a Grammy-winning 
record producer with ties to the 
biggest names in the music industry

• Will appeal to fans of Dylan Goes 
Electric! by Elijah Wald and Sound Man 
by Glyn Johns

• www.JimRooneyProductions.com

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS • (brq0) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7692-2 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-7693-9 $29.95

A Fighting Chance
by Shannon Stacey
Reader to be announced

When Adeline Kendrick heads 
to a casino resort, she runs into 
Brendan Quinn—the one who got 
away. Brendan won’t be shaken by 
running into his ex. In fact, he plans 
to take advantage of the still-sizzling 
chemistry between them.

“Will leave you itching to get  
your hands on more of Stacey’s romances!”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars) on Undeniably Yours

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/18/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(bp0p) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs   978-1-5046-5989-5 $39.99

The President’s First Year
None Were Prepared, Some Never 
Learned—Why the Only School for 
Presidents is the Presidency
by Douglas Cohn
Read by William Hughes

The President’s First Year details the 
challenging first twelve months of all 
our presidents’ tenures.

 
“The President’s First Year is an  

insightful primer on leadership.”
—Eleanor Clift, political correspondent for the Daily Beast

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/15/16
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / GENERAL
(bnui) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6097-6 $90.00
L 978-1-5046-6098-3 $29.95

Great African American 
Speeches
Includes Two Bonus Speeches by 
Nelson Mandela
by SpeechWorks

A collection of the greatest speeches 
from some of the most influential 
African Americans in history, from 
Nelson Mandela to to Martin Luther 
King Jr.

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / SPEECHES
(br4g) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7485-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-7486-7 $29.95

Tell Me How Long the Train’s Been 
Gone
A Novel
by James Baldwin
Read by Kevin Kenerly

Between Leo Proudhammer’s childhood and his 
arrival into the world of the theater lies a wilderness 
of desire and loss, shame and rage. Everywhere 
exists the anguish of being black in a society nearing 
total racial war.

“Baldwin is one of the few genuinely indispensable American writers.”
—Saturday Review

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• James Baldwin received many literary 
awards throughout his career

• Will appeal to fans of Toni Morrison 
and Richard Wright

• Baldwin was made a commander of the 
French Legion of Honor in 1986

AVAILABLE 1/1/16
FICTION / CLASSICS • (brnk) 17 hours • 14 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5046-7603-8 $123.00 L 978-1-5046-7604-5 $44.95 N 978-1-5046-9273-1 $84.99

Wild Company
The Untold Story of Banana Republic
by Mel Ziegler and Patricia Ziegler
Reader to be announced

In a book that’s honest and funny, 
Mel and Patricia Ziegler, founders of 
Banana Republic, reveal how they 
upended business conventions 
and survived on their wits and 
imagination.

“Remarkable tale of creating one of the most  
cutting-edge fashion businesses in the world.”

—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CORPORATE & BUSINESS HISTORY
(br6f) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7059-3 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-7060-9 $29.95

The Max
The Max and Angela Series, Book 3
by Ken Bruen and Jason Starr
Read by Peter Berkrot

When we last saw Max Fisher and 
Angela Petrakos, Max was being 
arrested by the NYPD, and Angela was 
fleeing the country. Now both are 
headed for eye-opening encounters 
with the law.

“Bruen and Starr’s third tag-team free-for-all seems 
engineered to be a pleasure of the guiltiest kind.”

—Booklist (starred review)

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
FICTION / CRIME
(bq47) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6655-8 $69.00
L 978-1-5046-6656-5 $29.95

Their Promised Land
My Grandparents in Love and War
by Ian Buruma
Reader to be announced

A family history of surpassing beauty 
and power, Their Promised Land is Ian 
Buruma’s account of his grandparents’ 
enduring love through the terror and 
separation of two world wars.

“Buruma impressively captures his grandparents’ 
remarkable lives in this insightful narrative…A 

scintillating work of art.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
HISTORY / JEWISH
(blq6) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-4210-1 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-4211-8 $29.95

No Baggage
A Minimalist Tale of Love and 
Wandering
by Clara Bensen
Reader to be announced

After a few days of knowing each 
other, Clara and Jeff start a three-
week travel adventure from Istanbul 
to London—with zero luggage, 
reservations, or plans.

“An engaging memoir of travel,  
love, and finding oneself.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(bfyx) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6218-5 $90.00
L 978-1-5046-6219-2 $29.95
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Podkayne of Mars
by Robert A. Heinlein
Read by Soneela Nankani

Podkayne of Mars tells the story of a young 
Marswoman and her interplanetary adventures. Told 
largely through Podkayne’s diaries, she has definite 
plans on what to do and how to do it, but not 
everything is as it seems. She is suddenly thrust into 
the middle of life-or-death situations when the liner 
she’s traveling on makes a stop at Venus.

“Heinlein’s skill…makes this story a delight.”
—New York Herald Tribune

• New York Times bestselling author

• This edition features Heinlein’s 
original, unaltered ending

• Heinlein was considered one of the 
world’s greatest science fiction writers

• Will appeal to fans of Ray Bradbury 
and Frederik Pohl

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (br9h) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8178-0 $55.00 L 978-1-5046-8179-7 $29.95

Dangerous Lies
by Lisa April Smith
Read by Nicol Zanzarella

When Tina Berenson’s mob-
associated father dies and a 
dangerous mobster goes on trial, an 
ambitious young assistant DA has to 
keep her alive.

“Laced with suspense, humor, emotion, and lots of 
twists and turns.”

—Palm Beach Post

AVAILABLE 1/1/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE
(brpq) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8026-4 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-8027-1 $29.95

Your Pain Is My Joy
100 Rounds with Suge Knight
by Suge Knight, with Neil Strauss
Reader to be announced

Your Pain Is My Joy is a gripping 
memoir by Suge Knight, the co-
founder and former CEO of Death 
Row Records, the hip hop label that 
dominated the charts in the 90s with 
artists like Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, and 

Tupac Shakur. Suge finally speaks openly about the murders of Tupac 
and Biggie, his legendary beefs with Diddy and Snoop Dogg, the high 
stakes battleground that was Death Row Records, and what it was like 
when all he worked for was gone. Is Suge sorry? Does he have regret? 
You be the judge.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS
(bjen) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-1464-1 $59.99

The End of Average
How We Succeed in a World That 
Values Sameness
by Todd Rose
Reader to be announced

Todd Rose shows how we can rethink 
the world and everyone’s potential in 
it. The End of Average reminds us that 
we are not average, and presents a 
new way of maximizing our potential.

“Both a memoir and a manifesto…[an] upbeat and 
accessible book.” 

—Booklist on Square Peg

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / PERSONAL SUCCESS
(bn9c) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs   978-1-5046-4571-3 $59.99

Penric’s Demon
A Fantasy Novella in the World of the 
Five Gods
The Curse of Chalion Series
by Lois McMaster Bujold
Read by Grover Gardner

Lord Penric comes across an elderly 
lady on the ground. With her dying 
breath she bequeaths her powers to 
Penric, changing his life forever.

“[Bujold’s] work remains among the most enjoyable 
and rewarding in contemporary SF.”

—Publishers Weekly, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/4/16
FICTION / FANTASY / GENERAL
(br9f) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7526-0 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-7527-7 $19.95 N 978-1-5046-9260-1 $44.99

Why Liberals Win the 
Culture Wars (Even When 
They Lose the Election)
The Battles That Define America 
from Jefferson’s Heresies to Gay 
Marriage
by Stephen Prothero
Reader to be announced

Today’s heated battles between right 
and left are far from unprecedented. 

Stephen Protherov views the debate as the latest in flashpoints that 
have shaped our national identity. 

“Provocative, thoughtful, fiercely intelligent.”
—Booklist, praise for God Is Not One

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
RELIGION / HISTORY
(bi1i) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-4815-3510-6 $59.99

Old Path White Clouds
Walking in the Footsteps of the 
Buddha
by Thich Nhat Hanh
Reader to be announced

Old Path White Clouds is the life story 
of the Buddha, retold by Thich Nhat 
Hanh in a style that captures the 
clarity and serenity of the Buddha’s 
life.

“Engaging…a heartfelt interpretation that draws on 
important sources.”

—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 1/31/16 
RELIGION / BUDDHISM / GENERAL
(bj5t) 17 hours • 16 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs  978-1-5046-1596-9 $118.00
L 978-1-5046-1597-6 $44.95

Breaking the Aging Code
Maximizing Your DNA Function for 
Optimal Health and Longevity
by Vincent C. Giampapa, MD, FACS 
and Miryam Ehrlich Williamson
Read by Don Hagen

Vincent Giampapa, MD, presents a 
radical new theory on how we age. 
Contrary to current thinking, the latest 
aging research suggests that the body 

is not irreversibly programmed by a finite number of cell divisions but 
rather is built for longevity and self-repair. Moreover, we can regulate 
which aging genes to “switch off” and which to “switch on,” thereby 
altering how our genes are expressed and influencing how we age, 
the quality of our health, and how long we live.

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / HEALTHY LIVING
(5093) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6243-7 $49.00
L 978-1-5046-6244-4 $19.95 N 978-1-5046-9262-5 $49.99

Noah’s Wife
A Novel
by Lindsay Starck
Read by Kirsten Potter

Noah’s Wife is the story of a 
community battered by a relentless 
downpour from the heavens, a town 
teeming with eccentric characters 
who have learned to endure the 
extraordinary circumstances.

“A riveting fable…Starck’s strength is in her 
characters…compelling, often hilarious individuals.”

—Melanie Benjamin, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / LITERARY
(biwr) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-2448-0 $90.00
L 978-1-5046-2449-7 $29.95 N 978-1-5046-9271-7 $64.99

Shriver
A Novel
by Chris Belden
Read by Grover Gardner

Mistaken for a famous author at a writers’ 
conference, Shriver is completely unfamiliar with the 
novel he supposedly wrote and utterly unprepared 
for the fame that precedes him. Things quickly 
go awry when one of the other guest authors 
disappears and Shriver becomes a prime suspect.

“A send-up of academia and literary pretension, as well as a poignant exploration of 
writerly insecurity.”

—Dani Shapiro, author of Slow Motion and Family History

• A clever and comedic novel of 
mistaken identity

• Will appeal to fans of Nabokov’s 
Pnin and Truth in Advertising by John 
Kenney

• This satire will especially resonate with 
readers in academia

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / SATIRE • (bqzh) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7518-5 $55.00 L 978-1-5046-7519-2 $29.95
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Immortal Moon
A Moon Sisters Novel
The Paranorm World Series, Book 2
by June Stevens Westerfield
Reader Rebecca Roberts

As a vampire, Jarrett Campbell knows a relationship 
with a Norm is out of the question. But Anya Moon 
is just too intriguing to pass up. Caught up in a 
romance he never expected, Jarrett forgets that his 
life as an assassin is never safe.

Roderick Hudson
by Henry James
Read by John Lescault

When sculptor Roderick Hudson 
creates a work of genius, he is sent 
to Rome, where he becomes the talk 
of the city. But Roderick soon loses 
his inspiration and falls in love with a 
woman he’ll never have. 

“[Henry James] is as solitary in the history of the novel 
as Shakespeare in the history of poetry.”

—Graham Greene, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 1/19/16
FICTION / LITERARY
(br4z) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7473-7 $105.00
L 978-1-5046-7474-4 $29.95

Siege at Jadotville
The Irish Army’s Forgotten Battle
by Declan Power
Read by Gerard Doyle

In 1961 the men of A Company, 
Thirty-Fifth Irish Infantry Battalion, 
found themselves battling the people 
they were sent to protect. Though cut 
off and surrounded, they held their 
ground and fought.

“Declan Power does the brave  
men of A Company a great service.”

—Irish Times (Dublin)

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
HISTORY / MILITARY / OTHER
(bnud) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6105-8 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-6106-5 $29.95 N 978-1-5046-9263-2 $64.99

Magnolia Drive
The Cavanaugh Island Novels, 
Book 4
by Rochelle Alers
Reader to be announced

Keaton Grace has to convince his 
favorite star to return to the spotlight. 
Yet the more time they spend 
together, the more he realizes she is 
far better in real life.

“Readers will be entertained with the history and 
culture of the Lowcountry of South Carolina.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars)

AVAILABLE 1/1/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / GENERAL
(bci6) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6206-2 $105.00
L 978-1-5046-6209-3 $29.95

Scent of Evil
The Joe Gunther Mysteries, Book 3
by Archer Mayor
Read by Tom Taylorson

When the body of a fast-living young stockbroker 
is found in a shallow grave, suspicion first falls on a 
cuckolded policeman. The details of the crime are 
bizarre, and Gunther is unable to prevent a second 
murder. Indeed, whoever is responsible always 
seems to be a few steps ahead.

“Mayor’s…action-packed tale includes interesting local history as seen by Gunther, an 
observant, appealing guide.”

—Publishers Weekly

• New York Times bestselling author

• Mayor’s books consistently receive 
high praise from publications and 
readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of Dennis Lehane’s 
Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro 
novels

AVAILABLE 1/1/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (bra7) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8170-4 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-8171-1 $29.95 

“A worthy follow up to Voodoo Moon, which was one of my favorite reads.”
—Sherry Ficklin, bestselling author

• The first book in the series, Voodoo 
Moon, received rave reviews from 
readers and the author’s peers

• Paranormal romance is very popular

• Will appeal to fans of the SOLD series 
by Amira Rain and the Spellbound 
series by Sydney Somers

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/4/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL • (bsdp) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-9412-4 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-9413-1 $29.95

Momma and the Meaning 
of Life
Tales of Psychotherapy
by Irvin D. Yalom
Read by Traber Burns

In six enthralling stories drawn from 
his own experience, Irvin D. Yalom 
once again proves himself an intrepid 
explorer of the human psyche.

“A worthy sequel…Very valuable gleanings 
from a master therapist’s professional and 

personal experience.”
—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
PSYCHOLOGY / PSYCHOTHERAPY / GENERAL
(bnus) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6073-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-6074-7 $29.95

Murder at the Cat Show
The Perkins & Tate Mysteries, Book 2
by Marian Babson
Read by James Langton

When Doug Perkins is asked to do 
the PR for a feline extravaganza, he 
doesn’t hesitate. But a gruesome 
murder soon has him chasing a killer 
who appears to have nine lives of 
his own!

“This second-in-a-series from England will gladden 
Babson’s numerous aficionados in America.”

—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / TRADITIONAL BRITISH
(bq61) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6887-3 $55.00
L 978-1-5046-6888-0 $29.95

by My Hand
The Commissario Ricciardi Series, 
Book 5
by Maurizio de Giovanni
Translated by Antony Shugaar
Read by Grover Gardner

The commissario must trace a wide 
and frenetic arc through the streets of 
Naples to solve a double murder. 

“The refreshing lack of cynicism of de Giovanni’s two 
lead detectives…distinguishes the quietly enjoyable 

fifth Commissario Ricciardi mystery.”
—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(biip) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-3018-4 $100.00
L 978-1-5046-3019-1 $29.95 

Full Circle
The Wives Association Series, Book 2
by Evelyn Lozada, with Amaleka 
McCall
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Lozada’s second jaw-dropping peek 
into the lives of women married to pro 
athletes joins Eve Inez as she walks 
out on her football superstar husband.

“I love how Evelyn used  
her own experiences…Intoxicating!”

—Rihanna on Inner Circle

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/1/16
FICTION / URBAN LIFE
(9711) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4830-1340-4 $90.00
L 978-1-4830-1341-1 $29.95

Witchlock
The Belador Series, Book 6
by Dianna Love
Read by Stephen Thorne

Evalle is sucked into a power play 
between her Belador tribe and the 
Medb coven. But an influx of demons 
into Atlanta threatens to unleash war 
between covens, pitting allies against 
each other.

“Meticulous plotting and thorough world-building 
add up to a whole lot of interesting characters.”

—RT Book Reviews on Blood Trinity

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
FICTION / FANTASY / PARANORMAL
(bq3g) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6540-7 $100.00
L 978-1-5046-6541-4 $29.95 
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Time to Depart
A Marcus Didius Falco Mystery
The Marcus Didius Falco Mysteries, Book 7
by Lindsey Davis
Read by Simon Prebble

Notorious gangster Balbinus Pius has been 
convicted of a capital crime and is exiled from the 
empire. As every hoodlum in Rome scrambles to 
take over Balbinus’ operations, Marcus Didius Falco 
must deal with an unprecedented wave of crime.

“[An] impeccably executed series… 
Falco remains as delightfully irreverent and insightful as ever.”

—Publishers Weekly

• Internationally bestselling series

• Will appeal to fans of Donna Leon’s 
Guido Brunetti mysteries and Gary 
Corby’s Athenian mysteries

• Author website: LindseyDavis.co.uk

• Also available: books 1–6 in the series

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL • (bm73) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6150-8 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-6151-5 $29.95

by King’s Command
by Linda Lea Castle
Performed by a full cast

The year is 1208, and Elsbeth of 
Camley won’t be bartered off just to 
breed well and often. Instead she flees 
to Lambeth Abbey and unwittingly 
threatens the balance of power in 
England. 

“The appealing characters and careful 
attention to historical detail will more than 

satisfy medieval romance fans.”
—RT Book Reviews 

AVAILABLE 1/19/16 • AUDIO THEATER
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL / MEDIEVAL
(brtf) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7812-4 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-7813-1 $19.95 

The Money Pit, Vol. 1
With Hosts Tom Kraeutler & Leslie 
Segrete
Featuring Tom Kraeutler and Leslie 
Segrete

Join Tom Kraeutler and Leslie Segrete 
as they help listeners deal with 
a variety of home improvement 
problems, from pest control to deck 
dilemmas. Their combined experience 

and expertise allow them to immediately offer solutions to a wide 
range of problems. The Money Pit has consistently been named among 
America’s 100 Most Important Radio Shows by Talkers magazine. On 
the air for more than ten years, it is now carried on over 300 radio 
affiliates across the United States.

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
HOUSE & HOME / DO-IT-YOURSELF / GENERAL
(brwg) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8194-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-8195-7 $29.95

The Rare Jewel of Christian 
Contentment
by Jeremiah Burroughs
Read by Derek Perkins

The Rare Jewel of Christian Contentment 
by Jeremiah Burroughs is classic work 
featuring clear and simple instructions 
on how to be content as a Christian. 
Burroughs will teach you that 
contentment lies in subtraction, not 

addition; that the workings of Christianity are nothing like what you 
thought them to be; and that once you have learned the way from 
Christ’s word, you will be able to attain contentment as you never 
before imagined.

AVAILABLE 1/1/16
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / SPIRITUAL GROWTH
(br4w) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7534-5 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-7535-2 $29.95

Winter Kill
A John Henry Cole Story
The John Henry Cole Series, Book 3
by Bill Brooks
Read by Mark Bramhall

When a devastating winter kills John Henry Cole’s 
livestock, he’s forced to move on. Cole and Teddy 
Green, a Texas ranger, seek to question a woman 
about her involvement in a Denver City murder … 
but they’re not the only ones looking for her.

“The interplay between Cole and his two riding buddies… makes this fine novel sing.”
—Booklist (starred review)

• Bill Brooks is considered a master of 
the Western genre

• Brooks’ novels are praised by major 
publications and readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of Beneath a 
Hunter’s Moon by Michael Zimmer and 
Brady’s Law by Bill Dugan

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16
FICTION / WESTERNS • (bnuk) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6065-5 $76.00 L 978-1-5046-6066-2 $29.95

My Fair Gentleman
A Proper Romance
by Nancy Campbell Allen
Reader to be announced

Jack must join the ranks of high 
society after receiving his inheritance. 
Luckily, Ivy Carslisle is willing to 
teach him how—but can he survive 
without falling madly in love with his 
new tutor?

“[A] powerful tale…An amazing  
contribution to the literary world.”

—Davis L. Bigelow, author of 3 Seconds On, 3 Seconds Off

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY
(brts) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8130-8 $100.00
L 978-1-5046-8131-5 $29.95 

BeatlesTalk
The Beatles in Their Own Words
by SpeechWorks

BeatlesTalk traces the historic odyssey 
of the Fab Four, beginning in England, 
1963 with the conquest of their 
own country, leading to a successful 
invasion of America. Topics include 
their haircuts and how they named 
the group, comments on their 

pending trips to America, President Johnson, songwriting, and their 
reaction to fame and money. This incredible story is told through 
appearances, press conferences, and interviews exclusively in the 
words of the Beatles.

AVAILABLE 1/1/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS
(brpn) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8233-6 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-8234-3 $19.95

The Pet Show, Vol. 1
Featuring Warren Eckstein
Hosted by Warren Eckstein

With topics like “what to expect from 
your pet when you’re expecting” and 
“pet body language,” The Pet Show 
will teach listeners how to better 
understand and care for their furry 
friends.

“Perhaps the most renowned  
pet therapistin the world.”

—CNN

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
PETS / GENERAL
(bs75) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8842-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-8843-7 $29.95

Philosophy Talk, Vol. 1
Hosted by Ken Taylor and John Perry
Produced by Ben Manilla 
Productions

Host philosophers Ken Taylor and 
John Perry invite you to join them 
in conversation on a wide variety of 
issues, ranging from popular culture 
to our most deeply held beliefs about 
science, morality, and the human 

condition. Philosophy Talk challenges listeners to identify and question 
their assumptions and to think about things in new ways. Fun, 
accessible, and intellectually stimulating, Philosophy Talk is dedicated 
to reasoned conversation driven by human curiosity and celebrates 
the value of the examined life.

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
PHILOSOPHY / GENERAL
(bs7y) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8855-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-8856-7 $29.95

Faith of Our Fathers
Daily Devotional Collection from 
Inspired Christian Authors, Vol. 1
Compiled by Jeff Guild
Read by Christopher Glyn

Many Christians still love to read the 
classic sermons and devotionals of 
the great nineteenth-century English 
preacher Charles H. Spurgeon. But 
there were many other Christian 

writers of the same era who also penned inspired devotionals. 
With readings from J. R. Miller, Jonathan Edwards, J. C. Ryle, Charles 
Spurgeon, James Smith, and many others, this collection of timeless 
treasures contains one hundred classic devotionals from twenty-three 
inspired writers.

AVAILABLE 1/12/16
RELIGION / DEVOTIONAL
(brpl) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-7595-6 $69.00
L 978-1-5046-7596-3 $29.95
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The Lovers
Afghanistan’s Romeo and Juliet; The 
True Story of How They Defied Their 
Families and Escaped an Honor Killing
by Rod Nordland • Read by Peter Ganim

The Lovers is an astonishing story 
about self-determination and the 
meaning of love that illustrates the 
limits of Western influence and the 
need for change in the Muslim world.

“Nordland’s storytelling remains gripping, with more 
than a hint of Shakespearean drama.”

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / WOMEN
(bsfw) 12 hours • 10 CDs  978-1-5046-9508-4 $59.99

Persuadable
How Great Leaders Change Their 
Minds to Change the World
by Al Pittampalli
Read by Al Pittampalli

Al Pittampalli reveals why confidence, 
consistency, and conviction are increasingly 
becoming liabilities—while humility, 
inconsistency, and open-mindedness are 
powerful leadership assets.

“[A] compelling and well-informed account of when 
and how to change our minds most productively.”

—Robert B. Cialdini, author of Influence

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /  
DECISION MAKING & PROBLEM SOLVING
(bsg0) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9500-8 $59.99

The Happiness Track
How to Apply the Science of 
Happiness to Accelerate Your Success
by Emma Seppälä
Read by Nan McNamara

Emma Seppälä shows that finding 
happiness and fulfillment may, in fact, be 
the most productive thing we can do to 
thrive professionally—fast tracking our 
personal and professional success. 

“A carefully researched, engaging look at how to 
improve ourselves without losing our authenticity or 

our sanity.”
—Adam Grant, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /  
PERSONAL SUCCESS
(bsft) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9488-9 $59.99

Forbidden
by Beverly Jenkins
Read by Kim Staunton

When Rhine Fontaine rescues Eddy 
Carmichael, the beautiful woman 
tempts Rhine in ways that could 
cost him. Giving in might quench 
the longing—or ignite a recklessly 
forbidden affair. 

“There is beauty in Jenkins’ storytelling that should 
be the standard by which to judge fiction writing.”

—RT Book Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL
(bsfo) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9482-7 $59.99

Funeral Games
The Far Stars Trilogy, Book 3
by Jay Allan
Read by Jeffrey Kafer

The Far Stars are facing a seemingly 
futile battle. But if smuggler and 
mercenary Arkarin Blackhawk survives, 
he just might be able to save the Far 
Stars from the iron hand of empire.

“This old-fashioned tale is a paean to the simple 
pleasures of exceedingly masculine adventures.”

—Publishers Weekly on Shadow of Empire

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / MILITARY
(bsfe) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9464-3 $59.99

The Cyclops Initiative
The Jim Chapel Series, Book 3
by David Wellington
Read by P. J. Ochlan

One-armed Special Forces soldier 
turned spy Jim Chapel decides to go 
rogue when the one he trusts most in 
the world is framed as a terrorist.

“Plenty of twists and rolling action keep the pages 
turning.”

—Publishers Weekly on The Hydra Protocol

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(bsf5) 14 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9448-3 $59.99

The Evening Spider
A Novel
by Emily Arsenault
Reader to be announced

Frances and Abby are two haunted 
young mothers living in the same 
house 125 years apart. They each 
discover that by trying to uncover 
another’s secrets, they risk awakening 
some of their own

“A good old-fashioned gothic novel with a modern 
twist…[It will] keep you up all night.”

—Melanie Benjamin, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(bsfm) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs   978-1-5046-9478-0 $59.99

The Ex
A Novel
by Alafair Burke
Read by Xe Sands

When Olivia Randall hears that her 
former fiancé, Jack Harris, has been 
arrested for a triple homicide, she 
knows he’s innocent. But who would 
go to such great lengths to frame 
him?

“An expertly crafted, intricately woven novel that is as 
emotionally complex as it is riveting.”

— Kimberly McCreight, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(bsfn) 10 hours • 8 CDs   978-1-5046-9480-3 $59.99

The Golden Son
A Novel
by Shilpi Somaya Gowda
Read by Sunil Malhotra

Childhood friends Anil and Leena 
struggle to come to terms with their 
identities thousands of miles apart, 
but their lives intersect once more—
changing them both and the people 
they love forever.

“Authentic in every way…Achingly touching.”
—Associated Press, on Secret Daughter

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/26/16
FICTION / CULTURAL HERITAGE
(bsfs) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9486-5 $59.99

Smart Fat
Eat More Fat. Lose More Weight. Get 
Healthy Now.
by Steven Masley, MD and Jonny 
Bowden, PhD, CNS
Read by Adam Verner

Getting smart about fat—and 
everything you eat—and learning to 
smart-fat your meals is the only diet 
solution you’ll ever need.

“Smart Fat is a groundbreaking book…A must-read!”
—J. J. Virgin, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIETS
(bsfi) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9472-8 $59.99

How to Be Alive
A Guide to the Kind of Happiness 
That Helps the World
by Colin Beavan
Read by Colin Beavan

In How to Be Alive, Colin Beavan explores 
a broad array of transformational 
lifestyle adjustments and shares his 
insights on finding the zero net-impact 
path that’s right for you.

“Highly recommended for any human with a 
conscience.”

— A. J. Jacobs, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
SELF-HELP / GREEN LIFESTYLE
(bsf8) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9454-4 $59.99

Conviction
The Untold Story of Putting Jodi 
Arias behind Bars
by Juan Martinez and Lisa Pulitzer
Reader to be announced

Speaking openly for the first time, 
prosecutor Juan Martinez reveals 
details from the murder investigation 
that were never revealed at trial, 
explaining his courtroom strategy, key 

facts from the case, and pieces of evidence he chose to keep close to 
the vest, in a definitive account of the case..

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
TRUE CRIME / MURDER / GENERAL
(bsf3) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5046-9444-5 $59.99
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Vanity Fair: September–
December 2015 Issue
by Vanity Fair
Read by various narrators

AVAILABLE 1/5/16

LITERARY COLLECTIONS / GENERAL

(bmry) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6158-4 $105.00
L 978-1-5046-6159-1 $29.95

All Things for Good
by Thomas Watson
Read by Jim Denison

AVAILABLE 1/5/16

RELIGION / BIBLICAL STUDIES / GENERAL

(br4x) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7510-9 $49.00
L 978-1-5046-7511-6 $19.95

St. Francis of Assisi
by G. K. Chesterton
Read by Simon Vance

AVAILABLE 1/5/16

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / RELIGIOUS

(bpz0) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6520-9 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-6521-6 $19.95

This Sweet Sickness
by Patricia Highsmith
Read by Tony Pasqualini

AVAILABLE 1/5/16

FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL

(bphz) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6362-5 $90.00
L 978-1-5046-6363-2 $29.95
N 978-1-5046-9264-9 $69.99

Terror Town
The Ellery Queen Mysteries
by Ellery Queen
Read by Traber Burns

AVAILABLE 1/1/16

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COLLEC-
TIONS & ANTHOLOGIES

(9489) 1 hour • 1 CD • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6233-8 $20.00
L 978-1-5046-6234-5 $19.95

Deadly Triangles
Mystery on Mustang Island
by Margaret Tessler
Read by Michelle Smith

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL

(brtm) 4.25 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7956-5 $49.00
L 978-1-5046-7957-2 $19.95

Deep in the Heart
by Mark Dunn
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / LITERARY •  Audio Theater

(brud) 1.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7928-2 $28.00
L 978-1-5046-7929-9 $19.95

Dix Tableaux
by Mark Dunn
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / LITERARY •  Audio Theater

(bruc) 1.45 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7904-6 $28.00
L 978-1-5046-7905-3 $19.95

PIGmalion
by Mark Dunn
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

DRAMA / AMERICAN •  Audio Theater

(brti) 1.72 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7840-7 $28.00
L 978-1-5046-7841-4 $19.95

Sister Women
Four Audio Plays about Southern Women
by Mark Dunn
Read by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / LITERARY •  Audio Theater

(brtk) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7944-2 $55.00
L 978-1-5046-7945-9 $29.95

Van Choc Straw
by Mark Dunn
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / LITERARY •  Audio Theater

(brth) 1.45 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7888-9 $28.00
L 978-1-5046-7889-6 $19.95

Footprints in the Butter
The Ingrid Beaumont Mysteries, Book 1
by Denise Dietz
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / MYSTERY & DET. •  Audio Theater

(brtn) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7968-8 $55.00
L 978-1-5046-7969-5 $29.95

Sid Guy: Private Eye
The Case of the Mysterious Woman & The 
Case of the Missing Boxer
by L. N. Nolan and W. W. Marciano
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / MYSTERY & DET. •  Audio Theater

(brtg) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7880-3 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-7881-0 $19.95

Symptoms of Death
A Dr. Alexandra Gladstone Mystery
The Dr. Alexandra Gladstone Mysteries, 
Book 1
by Paula Paul
Read by Jessica Osbourne

AVAILABLE 1/19/16 * FICTION / MYSTERY & 
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS

(brto) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7976-3 $55.00
L 978-1-5046-7977-0 $29.95

Return to Marshall’s Bayou
A Dassas Cormier Mystery
The Dassas Cormier Mysteries, Book 1
by S. H. Baker
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / MYSTERY & DET. •  Audio Theater

(brtj) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7896-4 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-7897-1 $19.95

Angel in My Arms
by Sarah Storme
Performed by a full cast

AVAILABLE 1/19/16

FICTION / ROMANCE •  Audio Theater

(brtl) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7952-7 $30.00
L 978-1-5046-7953-4 $19.95

Wine of Violence
The Medieval Mysteries, Book 1
by Priscilla Royal
Read by Wanda McCaddon

AVAILABLE 1/5/16

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL

(bs1s) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-9195-6 $76.00
L 978-1-5046-9196-3 $29.95

Planet Middle School
Helping Your Child through the Peer Pressure, 
Awkward Moments & Emotional Drama
by Dr. Kevin Leman
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 1/1/16

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / PARENTING

(bp5b)8.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6869-9 $90.00
L 978-1-5046-6870-5 $29.95

Visit BlackstoneLibrary.com for more information!

Broadway is My Beat, Vol. 1 
The Adventures of Philip Marlowe, Vol. 2

Have Gun, Will Travel, Vol. 2
Classic Radio Spotlights: Orson Welles

The Falcon, Vol. 1
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TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE
by Solomon Northup
Based on a lifetime of research  
by Dr. Sue Eakin
Read by Louis Gossett Jr.

AVAILABLE NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / CULTURAL 
HERITAGE (BIO002000) 
(7787) • 8 HOURS • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-4829-1617-1  $76.00
L 978-1-4829-1618-8  $29.95

NOTES ON A NATIVE SON
by James Baldwin
Read by Ron Butler

AVAILABLE NOW
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / AMERICAN / AFRICAN 
AMERICAN (LCO002010)
(bhnv) 5 HOURS • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-4815-2844-3  $55.00
L 978-1-4815-2845-0  $29.95

MY GRANDFATHER WOULD 
HAVE SHOT ME
A Black Woman Discovers Her 
Family’s Nazi Past
by Jennifer Teege and Nikola Sellmair • Translated 
by Carolin Sommer • Read by Robin Miles

AVAILABLE NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL 
MEMOIRS (BIO026000) 
(bmc1) • 7 HOURS • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-5046-3999-6  $76.00
L 978-1-5046-4000-8  $29.95

FORGOTTEN
The Untold Story of D-Day’s Black Heroes,  
at Home and at War
by Linda Hervieux
Read by Ron Butler

AVAILABLE NOW
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II (HIS027100) 
(bozw) 9.5 HOURS • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-5046-5961-1  $90.00
L 978-1-5046-5962-8  $29.95

NEGROLAND
A Memoir
by Margo Jefferson
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 12/1/15
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / CULTURAL 
HERITAGE (BIO002000) 
(bs1k) • 8 HOURS • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-5046-8154-4  $76.00
L 978-1-5046-8155-1  $29.95

THE WILMINGTON TEN
Violence, Injustice, and the Rise of Black 
Politics in the 1970s
by Kenneth Robert Janken
Read by Ron Butler

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/4/16
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY 
(HIS036060)
(bly1) 8 HOURS • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-5046-6403-5  $76.00
L 978-1-5046-6404-2  $29.95

MALCOLM X
A Life of Reinvention
by Manning Marable
Read by G. Valmont Thomas

AVAILABLE NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / CULTURAL  
HERITAGE (BIO002000)
(6000) 22 HOURS • 17 CDs • 2 MP3 CDS
   978-1-4417-6682-3  $123.00
L 978-1-4417-6684-7  $44.95
N 978-1-4417-6687-8  $89.99

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., 
THE ESSENTIAL BOX SET 
The Landmark Speeches and Sermons of  
 Martin Luther King, Jr.
Edited by Clayborne Carson, Peter Holloran, and Kris 
Shepard • Featuring recordings of Martin Luther King Jr. 
and readings by Keith David, Jay Gregory, and others

AVAILABLE NOW 
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / SPEECHES (LCO018000) 
(b0j4) 15½ HOURS • 15 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-6078-8338-8  $117.99
L 978-1-6078-8342-5  $69.99

ROOTS
The Saga of an American Family
by Alex Haley
Introduction by Michael Eric Dyson
Read by Avery Brooks 

AVAILABLE NOW • ABRIDGED 
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / HISTORICAL 
(FIC049040) 
(8761) • 15 HOURS • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
   978-1-4830-0272-9  $118.00
L   978-1-4830-0273-6  $29.95

LONG WALK TO FREEDOM
The Autobiography of Nelson Mandela
by Nelson Mandela, with Richard Stengel
Foreword by Kofi Annan • Afterword by Sharon 
Gelman • Read by Michael Boatman

AVAILABLE NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PRESIDENTS & 
HEADS OF STATE (BIO011000)
(b0ej) • 28 HOURS • 23 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-4789-8708-6  $139.99
Lu 978-1-61113-166-6  $84.99
N 978-1-6111-3167-3  $84.99

The NAACP was founded on February 12, 1909, the 
centennial anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln.

MOVIE
TIE-IN
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YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S  January

The Terrible Two 
Get Worse
The Terrible Two Series, Book 2
by Mac Barnett and Jory John
Read by Adam Verner

Pranksters Miles and Niles will be tested 
when their favorite nemesis is replaced 
by his stern father. Now Miles and 
Niles will do anything to get their old 
antagonist back—including pranking 
alongside him.

• Print run: 250,000

• The Terrible Two was a New York Times bestseller

• The Terrible Two was an E. B. White Read Aloud Honor Award recipient

• Will appeal to fans of Jon Scieszka, as well as James Patterson’s Middle 
School series

• Film rights for The Terrible Two have been optioned to Universal

• Also available from Blackstone: The Terrible Two

“A joy for pranksters and seekers of a good-hearted laugh.”
—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES • (bg6r) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6197-3 $55.00 L 978-1-5046-6198-0 $29.95

N 978-1-5046-9275-5 $59.99

Zero Day
by Jan Gangsei
Read by Andi Arndt

Mark Webster, the president of the 
United States, is fighting to keep the 
Oval Office when the unthinkable 
happens: his kidnapped daughter, Addie, 
resurfaces. But who is this sixteen-
year-old girl? There are those in the 
president’s political circle who find her 
timely return suspicious.

• Disney-Hyperion’s lead title for winter 2016

• Will appeal to fans of More Happy Than Not by Adam Silvera and 
Conviction by Kelly Loy Gilbert

• ABC Family has optioned this project and will be shopping it in their 
spring 2016 pilot season

• The relentless pacing, slick political backdrop, and nonstop drama give 
this novel the feel of a one-hour drama

• Online consumer advertising campaign

• Extensive outreach to online reviewers

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES • (bphx) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6395-3 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-6396-0 $29.95

N 978-1-5046-9277-9 $79.99

Seeker
The Seeker Series, Book 1
by Arwen Elys Dayton
Reader to be announced

To become a Seeker is what Quin 
Kincaid has trained to be her entire life. 
Then she will fight to protect the weak 
and the wronged. But the night of her 
Oath, everything changes. A Seeker is 
not what she thought it was. Her family 
is not what she thought—and now it’s 
too late to walk away.

• A film is in development with producer Mark Gordon

• Author travels around the world doing research for her novels

• Will appeal to fans of Suzanne Collins’ The Hunger Games, Veronica 
Roth’s Divergent, Victoria Aveyard’s Red Queen, and Sarah J. Maas’ A 
Court of Thorns and Roses

• Author website: www.ArwenDayton.com

“Secrets, danger, and romance meet in this unforgettable epic 
fantasy.”

—Kami Garcia, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC • (bs0l) • 11 CDs
 978-1-5046-8318-0 $60.00 

Traveler
The Seeker Series, Book 2
by Arwen Elys Dayton
Reader to be announced

Quin Kincaid is a Seeker, but what she 
learned on her Oath night changed her 
world forever after she pledged her life 
unexpectedly to deception. As she and 
her only trustworthy companion dig 
into the past, a sinister plan is revealed—
one with the power to destroy them all. 

• Print run: 85,000

• A film version of the first book in the series, Seeker, is in development

• Will appeal to fans of Glass Sword by Victoria Aveyard and Reign of 
Shadows by Sophie Jordan

• Author travels world wide to research her novels

• Author website: www.ArwenDayton.com

“A tightly-woven, action-packed story of survivial and 
adventure…Perfect for fans of Game of Thrones.”

—Tahereh Mafi, New York Times bestselling author, on Seeker

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL 
(bs0k) • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-8317-3 $60.00 
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YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S  January

The Siren
by Kiera Cass
Read by Arielle DeLisle

To repay her debt of being rescued 
from drowning by the Ocean, Kahlen 
has served as a Siren ever since. She is 
resigned to finishing her sentence in 
solitude, until she meets Akinli. Falling 
in love with a human breaks the rules—
but Kahlen is determined to follow her 
heart.

• Print run: 400,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Marissa Meyer’s Lunar Chronicles and Amy 
Ewing’s The Jewel

• The Siren goes on sale between the next two Selection book release 
dates

• National media campaign with cross-promotion on author’s website 
and social media profiles

• Author website: www.KieraCass.com

—

AVAILABLE 1/26/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12-17)
JUVENILE FICTION / LOVE & ROMANCE • (bsg2) 10 hours • 8 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9504-6 $59.99 

If You’re Reading This, 
It’s Too Late
The Secret Series, Book 2
by Pseudonymous Bosch
Read by a full cast

I can’t tell you about the Museum of 
Magic or the mysterious creature born in 
a bottle over five hundred years ago.  
But I really can’t help myself, now can I? 
Let’s face it—if you’re reading this, it’s 
too late.

• New York Times bestselling series

• Will appeal to fans of the All the Wrong Questions series by Lemony 
Snicket and the Treasure Hunters series by James Patterson and Chris 
Grabenstein

• The author’s real identity is shrouded in mystery, piquing the interest of 
children and adults alike

• Series website: www.TheSecretSeries.com

“Laugh-out-loud funny…Bosch creates sufficiently quirky, 
well-rounded protagonists.”

—School Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/12/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES • (bs49) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs 
 978-1-4789-1032-9 $59.99

Silence
by Deborah Lytton
Read by Rebecca Gibel and Charlie 
Thurston

Stella is a vivacious teen who yearns to 
become a Broadway musical star, but 
her dreams are shattered when a freak 
accident renders her deaf. Struggling to 
communicate in a world of silence, she 
meets Hayden, and their connection 
leads to an unexpected romance.

• Promotion at school and library conferences and extensive outreach to 
award committees

• Promotion at International Week of the Deaf and other organizations 
for the hearing impaired

• Will appeal to fans of The Fault in Our Stars by John Green, Blind by 
Rachel Dewoskin, and Gracefully Grayson by Ami Polonsky

“Lytton’s tender tale will tug at the heartstrings. And romance 
fans will hang on the teens’ poetry, tears, texts, and…insights 

about life.”
—Booklist

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / LOVE & ROMANCE • (bpl9) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6347-2 $69.00 L 978-1-5046-6348-9 $29.95

Cruel Crown
The Red Queen Series
by Victoria Aveyard
Read by Andi Arndt, Jayne Entwistle, 
and Amanda Dolan

Two women on either side of the Silver-
Red divide tell the stories no one else 
knows. Discover the truth of Norta’s 
bloody past in these two revealing 
prequels to New York Times bestseller 
Red Queen: Queen Song and Steel Scars. 

• Print run: 100,000

• Universal has optioned Red Queen for film

• Origin stories are incredibly popular, and fans will jump at the chance to 
read about two strong female characters’ back stories

• Includes an exclusive excerpt of the hotly anticipated second book in 
the Red Queen series, Glass Sword

• Has worldwide appeal, as rights to Red Queen have already sold in 
twenty-one countries

• Will appeal to readers of The Selection Stories: The Prince & the Guard by 
Kiera Cass and I Am Number Four: The Lost Files by Pittacus Lore

AVAILABLE 1/5/16 • YOUNG ADULT
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC • (bsf4) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-9446-9 $59.99  
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Hillary Rodham Clinton
Do All the Good You Can
by Cynthia Levinson
Read by Tavia Gilbert

Hillary has captured the world’s attention with her 
bold ideas and political forcefulness. Here, author 
Cynthia Levinson creates a compelling and personal 
portrait of Hillary’s historic journey.

“A respectful, insightful, and inspiring portrait of a fiercely ambitious, remarkably 
successful woman who has changed the face of American politics.”

—Kirkus Reviews 

• Levinson is an impeccable researcher 
and a talented interviewer—truly 
setting this book apart from other 
biographies

• Will appeal to fans of Hillary Clinton 
by John Foster and Obama by David 
Mendell

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16 • CHILDREN (8-12)
JUVENILE NONFICTION / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / WOMEN • (bsf7) 10 hours • 8 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9452-0 $59.99

The Capture
The Prey Trilogy, Book 2
by Tom Isbell
Read by Christian Barillas and Ariana 
Delawari

Fifteen escaped and found their way 
to freedom, but Book, Hope, and Cat 
can’t settle into their new life knowing 
the rest of the Less Thans and Sisters 
are still imprisoned.

“Readers will appreciate the irony and subtle, deeper 
meanings in character and location names.”

—Booklist on The Prey

AVAILABLE 1/19/16 
YOUNG ADULT (12-17) • JUVENILE FICTION /  
ACTION & ADVENTURE / SURVIVAL STORIES
(bsfd) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5046-9462-9 $59.99

Stick Dog Dreams of Ice 
Cream
by Tom Watson
Read by Andrew Eiden
The Stick Dog Series, Book 4

Stick Dog and his pals need cold, cold 
ice cream on this hot, hot day. But 
there’s a threat to their mission—Stick 
Dog gets spotted by a human! If 
captured, Stick Dog may never see his 
friends again.

“A laugh-out-loud novel.”
—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on Stick Dog

AVAILABLE 1/5/16 
CHILDREN (8-12) • JUVENILE FICTION /  
HUMOROUS STORIES
(bsfa) 1.75 hours • 1 CD  978-1-5046-9456-8 $19.99

Front Lines
by Michael Grant
Read by Erin Mallon and Thérèse 
Plummer

World War II, 1942. Rio fights to honor 
her sister; Frangie needs money 
for her family; Rainy wants to kill 
Germans. These women will discover 
the roles that define them on the 
front lines.

“A potent mix of action and thoughtfulness…
Will leave readers dazed, disturbed, and utterly 

breathless.”
—Booklist (starred review)

AVAILABLE 1/26/16 
YOUNG ADULT (12-17) • JUVENILE FICTION /  
HISTORICAL / OTHER
(bsfq) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5046-9484-1 $59.99

Shallow Graves
by Kali Wallace
Read by Emily Woo Zeller

When Breezy wakes up, a year has 
passed and she can’t explain the 
half-dead creature she’s become. She 
sets out for answers and discovers a 
healing magic—a cure as terrible as 
her disease. 

“This is world building at its best, creative, fleshed 
out, and organically developed.”

—Madeleine Roux, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 1/26/16
YOUNG ADULT (12-17) • JUVENILE FICTION /  
HORROR & GHOST STORIES
(bsg1) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5046-9502-2 $59.99

The Mystery of Hollow 
Places
by Rebecca Podos
Read by Emma Galvin

All Imogene Scott knows of her 
mother is the bedtime story her father 
told her as a child. Now Imogene is 
seventeen, and her father, a famous 
author of medical mysteries, has left 
in the middle of the night and hasn’t 

come back. Imogene must now track down a woman she’s only 
known in stories in order to find her father—and possibly the answer 
to her lifelong questions.

AVAILABLE 1/26/16
YOUNG ADULT (12-17) • JUVENILE FICTION / 
MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
(bsfz) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5046-9498-8 $59.99

Spirit Week Showdown
The Magnificent Mya Tibbs Series, 
Book 1
by Crystal Allen
Read by Sisi A. Johnson

When the partner picking for Spirit 
Week goes horribly wrong, Mya gets 
paired with Mean Connie Tate—the 
biggest bully in school. And she can’t 
get out of it.

“Nuanced depictions of friendship…and three-
dimensional characters make this delightful book at 

once thoughtful and a riot to read..”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

AVAILABLE 1/26/16
CHILDREN (8-12)) • JUVENILE FICTION / 
SCHOOL & EDUCATION
(bsfx) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5046-9494-0 $59.99

Sword and Verse
by Kathy MacMillan
Reader to be announced

Raisa’s father had insisted she learn to 
read and write, but now, only a select 
few are allowed to learn it. So when 
she is chosen to be one of the few, 
Raisa knows the secret of her past 
could mean death. 

“Fans of Megan Whalen Turner  
will enjoy MacMillan’s debut.”

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/19/16
YOUNG ADULT (12-17) 
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
(bsfj) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5046-9474-2 $59.99

Zeroboxer
by Fonda Lee
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

A rising star in the weightless 
combat sport of zeroboxing, Carr 
“the Raptor” Luka dreams of winning 
the championship title. A beautiful 
Martian colonist is assigned as his 
personal marketing strategist, and 
it isn’t long before she’s made Carr 

into a popular celebrity. But when he discovers a far-reaching criminal 
scheme, he becomes the keeper of a devastating secret.

AVAILABLE 1/12/16 
YOUNG ADULT (12-17) • JUVENILE FICTION 
(bsoi) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0037-5 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-0038-2 $29.95

The Tiara on the Terrace
by Kristen Kittscher
Read by Amanda Philipson

When the president of the Winter 
Sun Festival turns up dead, Sophie 
Young and Grace Yang must infiltrate 
the parade pageant to solve the 
case—if they fail, they might just be 
the next victims.

“An entertaining mystery featuring kids who readily 
outsmart all the adults; what could be better?”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/5/16
CHILDREN (8-12) 
JUVENILE FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
(bsfc) 10 hours • 8 CDs   978-1-5046-9460-5 $59.99

Stick Dog Tries to Take the 
Donuts
by Tom Watson
Read by Andrew Eiden
The Stick Dog Series, Book 5

It’s morning. The dogs are hungry. It’s 
time to take the donuts! Stick Dog and 
his team of strays are off on another 
outrageous caper. To snatch some 
breakfast treats for his hungry pals, he 

will need to stop a moving truck, outfox a man on a telephone pole, 
and manage a great confrontation when his good friend Poo-Poo 
comes face-to-face with the ultimate enemy—a squirrel.

AVAILABLE 1/5/16
CHILDREN (8-12) • JUVENILE FICTION /  
ANIMALS / DOGS
(bsfb) 10 hours • 8 CDs   978-1-5046-9458-2 $59.99
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AVAILABLE 2/1/2016
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE  
(bd79) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4815-0177-4 $30.00 L 978-1-4815-0178-1 $19.95  

Star Wars: The Force Awakens
The Star Wars Series
by Disney Press
Reader to be announced

The junior novelization of the Star Wars: The Force Awakens, the highly anticipated 
blockbuster film directed by J. J. Abrams, hitting theaters in December 2015. 

• The long-awaited major motion picture Star Wars: The Force Awakens hits theaters 
in December and is sure to be one of the biggest films of the decade

• The Star Wars Books Facebook page continues to grow, with almost 170,000 
“Likes” as of April 2015

• Will appeal to fans of the original Star Wars films as well as sci-fi franchises like 
Star Trek and Battlestar Galactica

• A perfect gift for young readers interested in Star Wars

AVAILABLE 1/26/2016
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE 
(bd6w) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4815-0167-5 $55.00 L 978-1-4815-0168-2 $29.95  

Th Zodiac Legacy: The Dragon’s Return
TheZodiac Legacy Series, Book 2
by Stan Lee and Stuart Moore | Read by Feodor Chin

In this second novel of The Zodiac Legacy series, the dangerous dragon power only 
grows stronger within Jasmine, and Steven struggles to hold their ragtag team together. 
But as alliances become strained, the line between the “good guys” and the “bad guys” 
becomes blurrier and blurrier. And it all culminates in a major cliffhanger that listeners 
won’t see coming! 

• Print run: 150,000
• As the famous co-creator of Marvel’s Spider-Man, The Avengers, Iron Man, The 

Incredible Hulk, and many other franchises, Stan Lee has a legion of fans
• Will appeal to fans of Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson and the Olympians series
• National broadcast and print media
• Targeted pitch to comic book and middle grade reader media
• Feature at NYCC and Comikaze 2015
• Outreach to Disney fan and comic sites
• Select author appearances
• Also available: The Zodiac Legacy: Convergence, Marvel’s The Avengers: The 

Avengers Assemble, and many other Marvel titles

“Give this to Super Hero enthusiasts 
and fans of adventure stories; it will 

fly off the shelves.”
—School Library Journal on The Zodiac Legacy: Convergence

© & ™ 2015 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.
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FEBRUARY PREVIEWFEBRUARY PREVIEW
EXCLUSIVE!

Gentleman Jole and the 
Red Queen
The Miles Vorkosigan Adventures, Book 17
by Lois McMaster Bujold
Read by Grover Gardner

Cordelia Vorkosigan is ready to spin her life in a new 
direction, and Oliver Jole finds himself caught up in her 
plans. Wills and expectations collide in this sparkling 
science fiction social comedy, as the impact of galactic 
technology changes all the old rules.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Lois McMaster Bujold is one of the most highly regarded 
speculative fiction writers of all time, having won three 
Nebula Awards and six Hugo Awards

• Will appeal to fans of Terry Pratchett’s Discworld series and 
the Multiverse series by David Weber

• Author website: www.Dendarii.com

• Blackstone offers many other titles in the Miles Vorkosigan 
Adventures series

“Bujold mixes quirky humor with action [and] superb character development…Enormously satisfying.”
—Publishers Weekly, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / SPACE OPERA • (bm0d) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6703-6 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-6704-3 $29.95

Alone in the Dark
The Faith Corcoran Series, Book 2
by Karen Rose
Reader to be announced

Former army ranger Marcus O’Bannion’s 
investigation into the murder of a young 
girl lures him and homicide detective 
Scarlett Bishop down a dark, dark road—
and straight into the crosshairs of a 
dangerous underground ring that deals 
in human trade. 

• New York Times bestselling author

• RITA Award–winning author

• Will appeal to fans of Julie Garwood and Allison Brennan

• Watch Your Back received rave reviews from major publications and and 
the author’s peers

• National advertising campaign

“Karen Rose delivers high-wire suspense that keeps you 
riveted.”

—Lisa Gardner, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME • (9772) 23 hours • 18 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5046-6719-7 $123.00 L 978-1-5046-6720-3 $44.95

Forty Rooms
by Olga Grushin
Reader to be announced

“Forty rooms” is a conceit: it proposes 
that a modern woman will inhabit 
forty rooms in her lifetime. We follow 
our protagonist as she reaches 
adolescence, leaves home to study in 
America, and slowly discovers sexual 
happiness and love—until one day 
she finds herself alone.

• Olga Grushin’s previous books earned her numerous literary prizes and 
enormous praise from major publications

• An original, well-executed concept unlike any other modern novel 

• Will appeal to fans of Till We Have Faces by C. S. Lewis and One Day in the 
Life of Ivan Denisovich by Alexander Solzhenitsyn

“A tale of consummate beauty. Like a diamond with countless 
facets—utterly brilliant. Recommended ecstatically.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on The Line

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/16/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bpak) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6679-4 $100.00 L 978-1-5046-6680-0 $29.95
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Midnight Sun
A Novel
The Blood on Snow Series, Book 2
by Jo Nesbø
Reader to be announced

The wayward hitman Ulf takes refuge in a Norwegian 
town while hiding from a previous life as a fixer for a 
global drug king. He has suddenly become the next 
target and awaits those hunting him.

• Will appeal to fans of The Girl in the Spider’s Web by David Lagercrantz

• National print advertising in the New York Times Book Review and the Strand

“Noiry and pulpy: Nesbø’s gorgeously rendered images of snow and of 
the titular blood on snow…are crying out to be filmed.”

—Guardian (London), praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/16/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (bs0y) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-8331-9 $60.00

A Mother’s Reckoning
Living in the Aftermath of Tragedy
by Sue Klebold
Reader to be announced

Sue Klebold, one of the Columbine High School 
shooter’s mothers, chronicles her journey as a mother 
trying to come to terms with the tragic events and the 
haunting decisions of her son. 

• All author profits from the book will be donated to research and to charitable 
organizations focusing on mental health issues

• Major print advertising targeting venues such as People

• Extensive online advertising campaign

• National television appearances and NPR campaign

• Mailings to influencers focusing education, mental health, and gun control

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/16/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (bs0z)  • 6 CDs
 978-1-5046-8332-6 $60.00

Death of a Nurse
The Hamish Macbeth Mysteries, Book 31
by M. C. Beaton
Read by Graeme Macolm

The body of the beautiful new resident of Sutherland 
washes up on the beach near Braikie. Now Hamish 
must find out who killed her, and why, before the 
murderer strikes again.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• M. C. Beaton is one of the most prolific writers of our time

• Will appeal to fans of the Tea Shop Mysteries by Laura Childs

“Hamish Macbeth is that most unusual character, one to whom the 
reader returns because of his charming flaws.”

—New York Journal of Books, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (bs3r) 6 hours • 5 CDs 
 978-1-4789-1054-1 $54.99 

Sanctuary
The Nomad Trilogy, Book 2
by Matthew Mather
Reader to be announced

Jessica Rollins survived the Day of the Nomad, but the 
key to humanity’s survival may lie in the backpack she 
recovered from her father, in data he collected more 
than thirty years before.

• Matthew Mather has sold over half a million copies of his books

• Mather is a rising star in the world of science fiction

• Will appeal to fans of CICADA by M. L. Banner and the Extinction Cycle by 
Nicholas Sansbury Smith

“An instant classic of the apocalyptic genre, a petrifyingly wild ride.”
—A. C. Hadfield, author of The Atlantis Ship, on Nomad

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/20/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (bruh) Runtime and CD count TBA
 978-1-5046-8418-7  TBA L 978-1-5046-8419-4 TBA

Breakdown
The Alex Delaware Series, Book 31
by Jonathan Kellerman
Reader to be announced

When the body of one of his high-profile patients 
is found, psychologist Alex Delaware calls in police 
lieutenant Milo Sturgis to help him crack one of their 
most baffling, mind-bending cases yet.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• National advertising campaign, as well as online and social media promotion

• There are more than seventy-five million copies worldwide of Kellerman’s 
novels in print, audio, and e-book

“Exceptionally exciting.”—New York Times, praise for When the Bough Breaks

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / THRILLERS • (bs0p)  • 11 CDs
 978-1-5046-8322-7 $60.00 

Salt to the Sea
A Novel
by Ruta Sepetys
Reader to be announced

Ruta Sepetys unearths a little-known casualty of a 
gruesome war and proves that humanity can prevail, 
even in the darkest of hours.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Based on the largest maritime disaster ever, the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff

• Will appeal to fans of Anthony Doerr’s All the Light We Cannot See, Erik Larson’s 
Dead Wake, and Elizabeth Wein’s Code Name Verity

“Brutal. Beautiful. Honest.”
—Sabaa Tahir, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / HISTORICAL / EUROPE • (bs0t)  • 6 CDs
 978-1-5046-8326-5 $60.00
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The High Mountains of Portugal
A Novel
by Yann Martel
Reader to be announced

A mesmerizing journey through the last century told 
in three intersecting narratives; the quest to find an 
ancient artifact in the high mountains of Portugal will 
have decades-long effects.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho and Luka and the Fire of 
Life by Salman Rushdie

“A terrific book…Fresh, original, smart,  
devious, and crammed with absorbing lore.”

—Margaret Atwood, New York Times bestselling author, on Life of Pi

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (bs0q)  • 8 CDs 
 978-1-5046-8323-4 $60.00

The Plot against America
by Philip Roth
Reader to be announced

In 1940 Charles A. Lindbergh, heroic aviator, is elected 
president. Shortly thereafter, he negotiates a cordial 
“understanding” with Adolf Hitler, threatening to 
destroy America as we know it.

• Roth has won the Pulitzer Prize, the National Medal of Arts, and other awards

• Roth is widely regarded as one of the greatest novelists in American history

• Will appeal to fans of Freedom from Fear by David M. Kennedy

“Provocative…At times, deeply affecting…An intimate glimpse  
of one family’s harrowing encounter with history.”

—New York Times

AVAILABLE 2/9/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bsdc) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-9372-1 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-9373-8 $29.95

\\

Under the Influence
A Novel
by Joyce Maynard
Reader to be announced

Ava and Swift Havilland help recovering alcoholic 
Helen regain custody of her son David. But when 
David witnesses an accident, Helen must choose 
between the truth and the friends who have given 
her everything.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Winter’s Tale by Mark Helprin and A Long Way Down by 
Nick Hornby

“Beautifully written.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Good Daughters

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (bjbi) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs 
 978-1-5046-1125-1 $59.99

The Killing Forest
The Louise Rick/Camilla Lind Series, Book 6
by Sara Blaedel
Read by Christine Lakin

Following The Forgotten Girls, #1 Danish bestselling 
author Sara Blædel, Denmark’s “Queen of Crime,” returns 
with a new thriller featuring investigator Louise Rick.

• Print run: 75,000

• The Forgotten Girls was #1 on the Danish bestseller list

• Sara Blaedel, referred to as the Danish Queen of Crime, has sold over one 
million of her books in a country of 5.5 million people

“Louise Rick is a character who will have readers coming back for more.”
—Camilla Läckberg, author of The Ice Princess, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (bs4h) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs 
 978-1-4789-1067-1 $118.99

Runaway Vampire
The Argeneau / Rogue Hunter Series, Book 23
by Lynsay Sands
Reader to be announced

Dante Notte has full body shock when he meets Mary 
Winslow, sharing an incredible connection, but she 
must trust this strange Immortal with her safety—and 
her heart—if she is to survive. 

• Print run: 400,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Christine Feehan and Katie McAlister

“Delightfully sassy characters and sexy romance.”
—RT Book Reviews, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL • (bsj5) 12 hours • 10 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9572-5  $59.99  
 

Warrior of the Light
A Manual
by Paulo Coelho
Translated from the Portuguese by
Margaret Jull Costa
Read by Greg Wagland

Paulo Coelho shows listeners how to embark upon 
the way of the warrior: the one whose quest leads him 
to become the person he wants to be.

• Paulo Coelho’s books have sold more than 165 million copies worldwide

• Warrior of the Light received enormous praise from readers and publications

• Will appeal to fans of The Four Agreements by Don Miguel Ruiz

“[This] Brazilian wizard makes books disappear from stores.”
—New York Times, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 2/16/16
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH • (bsis) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 978-1-5046-9546-6 $49.99  
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Lovecraft Country
A Novel
by Matt Ruff
Reader to be announced

When his father goes missing, twenty-two-year-old 
Atticus Turner embarks on a road trip to New England 
to find him. But the terror he encounters is straight out 
of a Lovecraft story.

• Bad Monkeys was an independent bestseller and a bookseller favorite

• Will appeal to fans of Your Face in Mine by Jess Row and Moriarty by Anthony 
Horowitz

• Author website: www.ByMattRuff.com

“Exactly what the best popular fiction should be.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Mirage

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/16/16
FICTION / FANTASY / HISTORICAL • (brfp) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8291-6 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-8292-3 $29.95

Second House from the Corner
A Novel
by Sadeqa Johnson
Reader to be announced

Felicia Lyons, a mother of three, is drowning in play 
dates and potty training. But when an unexpected 
phone call threatens to destroy her life, she is forced to 
return to her childhood home.

• Sadeqa Johnson’s Love in a Carry-On Bag was an alternate selection for the 
Black Expressions Book Club in May 2012

• Will appeal to fans of I Don’t Know How She Does It by Allison Pearson and 
Mama’s Boy by ReShonda Tate Billingsley

“Captivating…A winning novel from a writer to watch.”
— Benilde Little, bestselling author 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/9/16
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN 
(bq8v) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7417-1 $100.00 L 978-1-5046-7418-8 $29.95

Play to Win
The Risky Business Series, Book 3
by Tiffany Snow
Reader to be announced

There’s something off about the mysterious woman 
who’s come to Ryker and Parker for help, and Sage 
intends to do everything she can to protect them—
even at the risk of losing them both.

• Tiffany Snow has sold over 300,000 copies of her Kathleen Turner series

• Will appeal to fans of Hotshot by Julie Garwood and Ride Steady  
by Kristen Ashley

• Author website: www.Tiffany-Snow.com

“A suspenseful, deceptive mystery with a fun and spirited love triangle.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Power Play

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (bs4i) 10 hours • 8 CDs 
 978-1-4789-1071-8 $99.99 

Indentured
The Inside Story of the Rebellion against the NCAA
by Joe Nocera and Ben Strauss
Reader to be announced

In 2000, three economists laid the groundwork for a 
lawsuit against the NCAA turning the tables on one 
of America’s most powerful institutions—and serving 
justice after decades of abuse. 

• Joe Nocera’s op-ed in the New York Times gives him a massive global audience

• College sports have a massive following and draw tons of media attention

“A riveting saga of the rise and rise of America’s personal finance 
industry—and the ferocious innovators who built it.”

—Fortune on A Piece of the Action

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/16/16
SPORTS & RECREATION / SOCIOLOGY OF SPORTS 
(bs0x) 10 hours • 8 CDs 
 978-1-5046-8330-2 $60.00

Montalbano’s First Case, and Other 
Stories
The Inspector Montalbano Mysteries
by Andrea Camilleri
Translated by Stephen Sartarelli
Read by Grover Gardner

These twenty-one short stories follow Italy’s famous 
detective through highlight cases of his career.

• A New York Times bestselling series

• Series consistently receives high praise from reviewers and readers alike 

• Will appeal to fan of the Commissario Ricciardi series by Maurizio de Giovanni 
and the Commissario Guido Brunetti mysteries by Donna Leon

“Camilleri can do a character’s whole backstory in half a paragraph.”
—New Yorker, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES • (bsbz) 
18.5 hours • 15 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5046-9311-0 $123.00 L 978-1-5046-9312-7 $44.95

Perpetual Becoming
by Alanis Morissette
Reader to be announced

Alanis Morissette at her outspoken best, Perpetual 
Becoming is an off-beat, captivating, searingly honest 
contemplation-meets-revelation on love, fame, celeb-
rity, trauma, addiction, and recovery.

• Print run: 200,000

• Alanis Morissette has sold over 60 million albums to date and has won 
numerous awards for her music

• Will appeal to fans of Girl in a Band by Kim Gordon and Just Kids by Patti Smith

• National television interviews

• Extensive social media marketing and advertising

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS • (bsj1) 10 hours • 8 CDs 
 978-1-5046-9564-0  $59.99 
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Secrets in the Stones
The Dr. Thomas Silkstone Mysteries, Book 6
by Tessa Harris
Read by Simon Vance

When Lady Lydia Farrell finds herself accused of mur-
der after she stumbles on the body of Sir Montagu 
Malthus, Dr. Thomas Silkstone hopes to clear his 
beloved’s good name.

• Previous books in the series were praised by publications and readers alike

• Blackstone also offers all of the previous books in series

• Will appeal to fans of Death Comes to the Village by Catherine Lloyd and the 
Lady Darby mysteries by Anna Lee Huber

“Densely plotted…We await—indeed, demand—the sequel.”
—New York Times Book Review on The Anatomist’s Apprentice

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/23/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (bq8w) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-7304-4 $90.00 L 978-1-5046-7303-7 $29.95

Do Not Find Me
by Kathleen Novak
Reader to be announced

After Gigi Paulo dies, his daughter uncovers her 
father’s desire for an unknown woman he met in New 
York, leaving her to question the inherent perils of his 
life as well as her own.

• Kathleen Novak’s work has been recognized for its originality and poetic 
language

• Novak’s previous work has received glowing reviews from her readers

• Will appeal to fans of The Orphan Master’s Son by Adam Johnson and What She 
Left Behind by Ellen Marie Wiseman

• A great gift for fans of dark literary fiction

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/29/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bs9f) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8902-1 $76.00 L 978-1-5046-8903-8 $29.95

Pericles
by William Shakespeare
An Oregon Shakespeare Festival production
Directed by Joseph Haj
Performed by a full cast

Pericles, Prince of Tyre, sets out to woo a princess 
and sails headlong into harrowing adventure. This is 
a romance where, in true storybook fashion, miracles 
reunite lost lovers.

• Includes performances by the cast of the award-winning Oregon Shakespeare 
Festival

• The Blackstone and Oregon Shakespeare Festival production of Hamlet was 
nominated for a Grammy Award for Best Spoken Word Album in 2011

• Also available: Hamlet, King Lear, Measure for Measure, and Romeo and Juliet

AVAILABLE 2/1/16
DRAMA / SHAKESPEARE • (brwu) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8002-8 $30.00 L 978-1-5046-8004-2 $19.95

Retox
Yoga, Food, Attitude; Healthy Solutions for Real Life
by Lauren Imparato
Reader to be announced

In Retox, health expert Lauren Imparato offers a 
no-nonsense approach to fitness, nutrition, and 
wellness for the life you already live—working hard, 
playing hard, and renewing your balance and energy 
so you can do it all again.

• Imparato has taught thousands in New York, Europe, and South America

• Will appeal to fans of Tara Stiles’ Yoga Cures and Gabrielle Bernstein’s May 
Cause Miracles

• National television appearances

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / YOGA • (bm4i) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-5810-2 $105.00 L 978-1-5046-5812-6 $29.95

To the Stars
The Thatch Series, Book 2
by Molly McAdams
Reader to be announced

Knox Alexander swore to Harlow Evans that he would 
wait for her to turn eighteen, but Harlow’s heart 
belonged to someone else. Will she ever let him into 
her heart?

• Print run: 75,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of All Lined Up by Cora Carmack

“The characters are well written and multidimensional, and the  
romance is both unbelievably hot and sweet.” 

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Letting Go

AVAILABLE 2/9/16
FICTION / ROMANCE  • (bn9r) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs 
 978-1-5046-4601-7 $59.99 

The Flood Girls
A Novel
by Richard Fifield
Reader to be announced

Welcome to Quinn, Montana. It’s a town where nearly 
all of the volunteer firemen are named Jim, where the 
only bar in town refuses to serve mixed drinks (too 
much work), where the locals hate the newcomers 

(they hate the locals, too), and where the town softball team has never come 
close to having a winning season. Until now.

“The Flood Girls is a wild and crazy debut novel by a talented young 
writer. Edgy and original, it’s worth the trip.”
—Jackie Collins, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bnie) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-0205-8 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-0206-5   $29.95 
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The Queen of the Night
by Alexander Chee
Reader to be announced

From a ferociously talented writer, praised as “the fire, 
in my opinion. And the light,” by Junot Diaz, comes a 
blazing portrait of one woman’s rise from courtesan to 
world-renowned diva.

• Chee won a Whiting Award for his first novel, Edinburgh, which was 
spectacularly reviewed and launched him as a writer to watch

• Uses the real to create the literary in the vein of Song of Achilles by Madeline 
Miller and Memoirs of a Geisha by Arthur Golden

“A story that dazzles and surprises right up until the final page.”
—J. Courtney Sullivan, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (btbf) 19 hours • 15 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-0156-3 $123.00 L 978-1-5047-0157-0   $44.95 

The Lost
A Search for Six of Six Million
by Daniel Mendelsohn
Reader to be announced

Mendelsohn, raised in a family haunted by the disap-
pearance of six relatives during the Holocaust, sets out 
to find any eyewitnesses of his relatives’ fates.

• New York Times bestseller and a New York Times Notable Book

• Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, National Jewish Book Award, 
and other literary awards, including from France, Italy, and the UK

“An excellent memoir…brings to life the  
struggle of an entire generation.”

—People (4 stars)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (bsnn) 23 hours •18 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-0117-8 $123.00 L 978-1-5047-0178-5   $44.95 

Hard Ever After
A Hard Ink Novella
by Laura Kaye
Read by Seraphine Valentine

As Nick and the team shift from crisis mode to build-
ing their new security consulting firm, an old menace 
reemerges. Becca and Nick must now fight for their 
always and forever—a hard ever after.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Jay Crownover, Tessa Bailey, and Lauren Dane

• Author website: LauraKayeAuthor.com

“Kaye has dark romantic suspense nailed!”
—RT Book Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (bsff) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 978-1-5046-9466-7 $59.99 

Fortify Your Life
Your Guide To Vitamins, Minerals, and More
by Tieraona Low Dog, MD
Reader to be announced

Dr. Tieraona Low Dog provides a personalized guide 
to using nutritional supplements for your specific 
health needs—encouraging listeners to take charge 
of their own health.

• A unique blend of modern medicine and traditional medicinals

• Promotion in natural and alternative wellness publications

• Facebook advertising campaign targeting women and health interest groups

“Comprehensive and highly practical.”
—Dr. Andrew Weil, New York Times bestselling author on Life Is Your Best Medicine

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / VITAMINS • (btat) 11 hours • 9 CDs  • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-0149-5 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-0150-1 $29.95 

The Cruel Sea
by Nicholas Monsarrat
Reader to be announced

Packed with tension and vivid descriptions of World 
War II U-boat hunts, this modern classic tells of ordi-
nary men who had to master their own fears before 
facing a brutal deep-sea menace.

• This modern classic has received enormous praise from major publications 
and readers alike

• This was the basis for a 1953 movie of the same name, with screenplay by 
Eric Ambler, that won three awards and was nominated for an Oscar for best 
writing and screenplay

“An impressive novel, portraying the war at sea with 
 emotion, drama, tenderness, and terror.”—Chicago Tribune

AVAILABLE 2/9/16
FICTION / WAR & MILITARY • (bsoc) 17 hours • 14 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-0170-9 $123.00 L 978-1-5047-0171-6   $44.95 

The Best of Bova, Volume 1
by Ben Bova
Reader to be announced

Here you’ll find Bova’s gathering of deeply realized 
characters who often find that the problems of tomor-
row are always linked to human values and failings 
which are as timeless as the stars.

• Six-time Hugo Award–winning author

• With the success of the new Star Trek films, sci fi has never been more popular

• Will appeal to fans of Orson Scott Card, Jerry Pournelle, and Robert Heinlein

“I believe that by far the science fiction author who will have the 
greatest effect on the science fiction world, and the world as a 

whole, is Ben Bova.”—Ray Bradbury, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / HARD SCIENCE FICTION • (bni6) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-0212-6 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-0213-3   $29.95 
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We’ve Already Gone This Far
Stories
by Patrick Dacey
Reader to be announced

In Patrick Dacey’s stunning collection, we meet 
longtime neighbors and friends—citizens of 
Wequaquet—when the ground beneath their feet 
has shifted in ways they don’t yet understand. We’ve 
Already Gone This Far takes us to a place where the 
American Dream is nearly out of reach.

“We’ve Already Gone this Far is a strong, intelligent, deeply-felt book; Patrick Dacey is a 
beautiful and natural writer.”

—Mary Gaitskill, National Book Award–nominated author

• We’ve Already Gone This Far has 
received advanced praise from George 
Saunders, Mary Gaitskill, and others

• National review and feature attention

• Will appeal to fans of A Manual for 
Cleaning Women by Lucia Berlin and 
Fortune Smiles by Adam Johnson

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/16/16
FICTION / SHORT STORIES • (brtd) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8258-9 $69.00 L 978-1-5046-8259-6 $29.95

The New Confessions of an 
Economic Hit Man
by John Perkins
Reader to be announced

Perkins, who revealed how economic 
hit men cheat countries around the 
globe, brings facts up to date and, 
chillingly, home to the United States 
but he also gives us hope and ways 
to fight back.

“This riveting look at a world of intrigue reads like a 
spy novel…Highly recommended.”

—Library Journal on Confessions of an Economic Hit Man

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/9/16 
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / ECONOMIC POLICY
(bq44) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-6671-8 $100.00
L 978-1-5046-6672-5 $29.95

Black Rabbit Hall
by Eve Chase
Reader to be announced

Stunning and atmospheric, this debut 
novel is a thrilling spiral into the hearts 
of two women separated by decades 
but linked by the dark and tangled 
secrets of Black Rabbit Hall. 

“A twisting gothic of family secrets, forbidden lust, 
and an extraordinary family…Eve Chase kept me up.”

—Miranda Beverly-Whittemore, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16 
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(bs0o)  10.5 hours • 8 CDs 
 978-1-5046-8321-0 $60.00

Ginny Gall
A Novel
by Charlie Smith
Reader to be announced

Delvin Walker sees an America sliding 
into the Great Depression. But as he 
is pushed deeper into the darkness 
of imprisonment after being falsely 
charged with rape, his resolve to 
escape burns only more brightly.

“A generous offering…Smith explores regret while 
moving forward with equal abandon.”

—Publishers Weekly on Jump Soul

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/2/16  
FICTION / LITERARY
(brfo) 15 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8098-1 $118.00
L 978-1-5046-8099-8 $29.95 

13 Treasures
The 13 Treasures Trilogy, Book 1
by Michelle Harrison
Reader to be announced

As Tanya, a girl who can actually 
see fairies, learns more about the 
disappearance of another girl 
fifty years ago, she finds herself 
dangerously close to vanishing into 
the fairy realms forever.

“This truly absorbing page-turner is fresh and 
clever…Readers will be on the edge of their seats.”

— School Library Journal (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/9/16
CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
(bs4m) 9 hours • 7 CDs   978-1-4789-1083-1 $89.99

Bad Luck
The Bad Magic Series, Book 2
by Pseudonymous Bosch
Reader to be announced

At Earth Ranch, danger, adventure, 
mischief, mystery, llamas, and a 
delightfully irreverent and hilarious 
narrator make bestselling author 
Pseudonymous Bosch’s anticipated 
new novel irresistible.

“Bosch employs, to great effect, his signature 
irreverence and hilarity…A delight to read.”

—School Library Journal on Bad Magic

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/9/16 
CHILDREN (8–12) 
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
(bs3s) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs    978-1-4789-1057-2 $69.99

The Truth Is out There
The X-Files Series, Book 2
Edited by Jonathan Maberry
Stories by Rachel Caine, David 
Wolverton, and others
Reader to be announced

The Truth Is out There features original 
X-Files stories by bestselling authors 
Rachel Caine, David Wolverton, Hank 
Philippi Ryan, and many others.

“[Maberry’s] writing is so lyrical that it transcends 
mere storytelling.”

—Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/1/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(bhak) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-4226-2 $69.00
L 978-1-5046-4227-9 $29.95 

Postcapitalism
A Guide to Our Future
by Paul Mason
Reader to be announced

Over the past two centuries, 
capitalism has undergone profound 
changes. Paul Mason argues that we 
are on the brink of a change so big 
that capitalism itself will mutate into 
something wholly new.

“A cogent, accessible analysis of the ongoing forces of 
global upheaval.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Why It’s Still Kicking Off Everywhere

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 2/9/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / INTERNATIONAL / ECONOMICS
(br9j) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5046-8106-3 $105.00
L 978-1-5046-8107-0 $29.95 

Visit BlackstoneLibrary.com 
 for complete listings

“I love Blackstone Audio and their outstanding 
collection of titles. The new website is great! Order 

placing is simplified and efficient!”
—Donna Arment, Librarian and Audio Selector for Durango, CO
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